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THE AMAZING LITTLE MIXER

Routes any ItIPU _I tr.) Fi\DE",fr?,
OR ANY INPUT TO YOUR MONITORS!

The new ALM-12d console from Auditronics
combines the benefits of a router and a
console-all into one
cost effective package.
It's got everything you
need: twelve faders plus
two caller faders, four
mic pre -amps and of
course control room and
studio monitoring, built-in
cue and headphone am-
plifiers, and a concealed
headphone jack.

It's got the high end
features too, like bright
LED dot matrix source
displays above faders
and monitor pots, and 24
bit A>D and D>A ins and

Digital so easy you don't install it-you CONNECT it!

outs. Its AES digital DIGITAL CAN BE
inputs have sample rate convertors so it works AUDITRONICS!

tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857/sales@wheatstone.com
600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, USA. 28562

with virtually any digital source gear you have.
It can run your source machines too-up to eight
of them-all opto-isolated. It even has DSP

digital metering that si-
multaneously displays
VU columns and peak
hold full scale digital so
you can be assured of
pristine performance. It
has powerful caller tools
that generate MXMs
automatically, and you
can program any of its
four MXMs to be pre or
post fader.

And because it's
AUDITRONICS, it's built
tough as steel, and will
be easy to maintain.
EASY-JUST CALL

OUDITRON ICS
copyright © 2002 by Wheatstone Corporation

vvvvw. audition ics corn



An AM/IBOC transmitter worth shouting about.
People get pretty excited when they hear about Harris's new DAX AM/IBOC transmitters.

treme digital... And who can blame them? Only the people who pioneered every currently used AM
from HARRIS modulation standard could bring you the cleanest analog sound and the most accurate

In-Band/On-Channel (IBOC) signa available in I-6kW transmitters.

New DAX-5/6 is the first in a line of innovative 1-6kW AM transmitters that provide unmatched inearity and bandwidth.

Using Harris' newest AM modulation technology - Digital Adaptive Modulation - the DAX transmitter constantly

samples the modulated output and dynamically corrects for non -linearity. The result is the cleanest, purest analog or

IBOC signal in this power level.

Of course, this new transmitter also gives you the exceptional reliability and ruggedness that Hams is famous for.

And with redundant, hot-swappable RF modules for easy, on -air servicing and plug -and -play migration to IBOC,

DAX-5/6 is an exceptionally cost-e'fective solution for today and tomorrow.

To learn more about DAX transmitters and other Harris extreme digital products, visit www.broadcast.harris.com.

For more information, call us at
1.800 622.0022 or click on
www.broadcast.h.irris.com

www.broadcast.harris.com 1.800.622.0022 1,417/71.5
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Don't take our word for it.
Stick with what the pros say.

"The latest version. Ccol Edit Pro 2.0,is simply smokin'!...I
lave also used

Cool Edit in my studio when other,much more expensive software
simply fizzled

or choked on a
project- CEP2

workec like a charm!"

- Gary Dean Ahrens

DJ Times
September 2002

Edit Pro
Ying down

Your
an -Ssentta,

tool forFinalizing them,u.rrnusicai
ideas

and

Paul F iario
Guitar

"11Y 2002

0C
"A Mac -using colleague

said to me

recently. 'I hate Syntrilli JM.' When

I asked why he replied 'Because

they don't make Cool Edit Pro

for the Mac.'

coca edit I pro
version 2

"So here's the deal: If you're looking

for a powerful Windows
dicita audio

editing program.
download a femo

of Cool Edit Pro and check it aut."

-Z la Price
Home Recording

Oczot er 2002

"There is simpy no better deal out
there for the r rotessional quality
and interface t offers."

- Scott Colburn
Tape Op Magazine

Sertember/October 2002

"Norman/ after doing a re iiew, I
uninstall the program to seep my
system 35 simple as possible. B
CEP2 is staying on the hi rd drive
with a desktop shortcut, too."

- Craig Andertor
Keyboard Magazine

Au Just 2002

"Coel Edit is still the coolest Ming
around for editing audio on t ie PC."

- Al Pe erson
Radio World

A ly 2002

The complete multitrack
recording studio for your PC.

- Roger Derry
Line Up

Ti'. J.,..7 .1,:,..c=z,

,unelJuly 2002

"Don't pass on the latest version of

this affordable classic if you're into

digital audio creation and editing
on the PC."

- James Kim
TechTV

August 2002

"There can be few projects that Cool
Edit Pro could not handle with ease.
finesse and aplomb. The version 2
update has honed what was already
an accomplished program."

Computer Music
August 2002

Svntrilliumffiswaimin

cool edit pro
The reviews are in and the critics agree: Cool Edit Pro 2 0 is cooler than ever. It's packed with all the latest cutting -edge features for

digital audio recording, editing, and mixing. Whether you're already a pro, or just getting started with PC -recording, Cool Edit Pro has the

power, features, effects, formats, and flexibility to get the results you want. Even better, Cool Edit Pro users get free access to over 2,000

royalty -free loops of every kind of music imaginable from Loopology.com. You want to pack your PC with the best in audio? Try Cool Edit Pro.

Download your copy today from www.cooledit.com. Syntrillium

P.O. Box 62255 I Phoenix, AZ 85082 USA I 1.888.941.7100 I tel: +1.480.941.4327 I fax: +1.480.941.8170 I sales@syntrithum.com I www.syntrillium.com
sotrfree saes USA and Canada



Free Standing AM Broadcasting Arrenna

530 Khz :o 1700 Kea - Jsed World Wide

Height 49ft (15m; tD 75ft (23m)
Less ground area -eeciEd- Maintenarce Ft=e

Fifteen (15) Years Praven Experien:e

11 r1)

175 Southgate Drive,
Guelph. Ontario, Canada N1G 3M5

P.O. Box 603,
Guelph, Ontario, Canada N1H 613

Tel: (519) 824-3220 Fax: (519) 8243411
Email: enquirieg@vallcom-guelph c:m
Internet: www.valcom-guelph.com

Contents Online
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All -new: Radio magazine Launches
Redesigned Website

www.beradio.com

Currents Online
Highlights of news items from the past month

The URL is the same, but the design is new.
Your favorite features are there-and some
new things too.

Rock Hall Renovates Radio Studio
The studio for visiting stations is dedicated to
the memory of legendary DJ Alan Freed.

AFTRA and SAG Merge
The two trade unions vote to join forces.

Andrew to Acquire Allen Telecom
Merger strengthens Andrew's position in RF.

ATI Gets a New Owner
David Day buys the company from Sam
Wentzel and Ed Mullins.

Site Features
Download the Radio FASTtrack

for your Palm PDA
Find your way throught the floor fast with
our exclusive exhibitor directory and
FASTtrack for your Palm.

Eye on IBOC
Follow the transition to digital transmission
as we track the stations that have com-
menced HD Radio broadcasts.

Currents Online
All the news, business, people, product and
Internet radio news that you can use.You
want the information that matters, and
Radio magazine brings it to you.

Engineer's Notebook
Just added to this collection of handy tools
are Grady Moates' tower light monitor
circuit and a way to read AM modulation
with an oscilloscope.

Industry Links
Radio history, associations, schools and
references are all here.

6 March 2003 www.beradio.com



Need to DUMP?
get an ARSE!

ARSE! Delay (als n. Profanity Delay
The most sophisticated Profanity Delay
system on the market, with features so
advanced it's like being able to 'edit' your
live program.

between 2 and 30 seconds of stereo broadcast -quality delay  simple to use,
even for presenter self -operation  builds delay inaudibly using algorithms
optimised for speech or music  or can build delay by playing your filler audio
for you automatically  countdowns to cue points on build/edit/drop delay

At only $970* no wonder it has
our competition swearing like a

truck driving sailor...

www.profanitydelay.com
MDOUK tel +44 121 256 0200, email: sales@profanitydelay.com

Limited time introductory pricing only



Viewpoint

Ahead of the curve

hroughout the course of any given week,
and especially at conventions, I have the
opportunity to talk with readers about the
business of radio. Some of these readers
are seasoned veterans with many years of
experience, others are green newcomers
just learning their way around. Their duties
range from basic equipment maintenance
to station management and higher. All of
them have an interest in the technology of
radio; the same technology that we cover
in every issue and online.
Our conversations may cover a wide

range of topics, but at some point, the
specifics of today's state of radio
technical operations usually comes
to the forefront.This is where I have
a chance to complete the commu-
nications cycle and use the infor-
mation backhaul for feedback on
the technology that we bring you
every month. This helps me to stay
in touch with what is important to
readers like you.

It's obvious that this is a dynamic
industry, and it is changing with the
world around it. But even though the
changes are many,the basic needs of
those responsible for the technical

operation of the facility remain the same.
Everyone needs the right tools for the job.
Our goal at Radio magazine is to provide
you with some of those tools.

Many of the people with whom I speak
feel that ongoing education is important,
but there is just not enough time to fit it into
a busy schedule. We all agree that staying
on top of technology issues is paramount
to a successful career. We fill that need in
many ways by helping you to learn about
new products to make your job easier and
providing you with application ideas and
solutions that you can use every day. We're
in a dynamic business.Time is a critical part
of our lives.You need current,accurate and
timely information-and you need it fast.

A year ago we started making incremen-
tal improvements to make Radio magazine

Send comments to:

more useful with our layout redesign. In January, we
relaunched our website at www.beradio.com. The old
layout worked, but we knew that it could be better. We
listened to you, crafted concepts into real applications
and relaunched a more useful and useable site. But we
didn't stop there. When you have a good thing going it's
easy to sit back and rest. In doing so, you are bound to
stumble. Well, we're not resting.

Our next step was to focus on what you have told us was
the most useful to you. We cover the news and industry
happenings online, where you can read it everyday, and
we bring you information about products and applica-
tions in print every month. We have always focused on
practical information in print, but thanks to your input, we
are going to bring you more of what you have told us is
important to you.

Look for more articles about technology applications
and actual installations.We'll do this by bringing you more
Field Report, Facility Showcase, Applied Technology, On
Location andTrends inTechnology articles. All of these will
highlight the products and technology used in radio
facilities like yours to give you the best ideas that you can
apply today.

To further help you find what you want, we have en-
hanced the cover design to provide more detail about
what's in each issue. You've told us that after you have read
an issue of Radio magazine you keep it on the shelf and use
it as a reference throughout the year. Now you will be able
to find what you're looking for even faster. (Of course,you
can also use the search function on our website to locate
articles and information.)

To top it off, Harry Martin's FCC insight, John Battison's
RF transmission expertise and Kevin McNamara's studio
and IT mastery add to the wealth of information we bring
you every month.

Through surveys, your letters and personal conversa-
tions,we're bringing you more of what you told us you like.
We have always taken great care to bring you the real meat
of any topic. We're still doing that, only now it's more
concentrated than ever.

It's all part of our continuing effort to keep you informed,
up-to-date and ahead of the curve.

Chriss Scherer, editor
cschererotprimediabusiness.com

E-mail: beradio@primediabusiness.com
Fax: 913-967-1905

8 March 2003 www.beradio.com



Because he can.

Power user Dcug Lane rel es on Comrex cocecs
fcr all of his remotes. Fesponsible for major league
basketball broadcasts, Doig reoorts that it tie ten
yea's they've been using Comrex equ prr en:, they've
never lost a came. With 29 team and mcre than 80

games annually plus playo's, that's over 15,00C
perfect broadcas. DOJC also sceci'ies Corirex

codecs every wee<eid &ring basketball and
foot 'all seaspn at his stations.

Comrex products ate so easy to
use, Doug ::an cut:it a -d trE it an

announcer n minutes. In -act, even
the most no -technical sport's writ-
ers can t rcadcast solo th the
equipment.Tiat's crucial these
days s nce rngi-eersftequen:ly
have. to r-ar age multiple
rer-oles.VSith Comre> on ;tour

tram, you car hard e the
most demanding remote
schedule - and stay on
:oc c- yo -r gamy.

"Over 15,000 games on
Comrex codecs, and vvE've
never Icst a broadcast.'
-Doug Lane, ISDN-e;hnical
Consultant to the NBA and NHL
and Technical Dorector for111:-.E1

Rely on Comrex for your next broadcEst_
And we'll give you the shirt off ourbadk.

Mail us tie wa-senty cart =ern tlra purchase
of wLr nex- ElLeFo>, Natal>, oector or

ria<us. \Ale' I seed ,,c .1 a ha dsome
Comre> 3hirt like tl3 3ne Doug is
wearinj tre:ai S651 FREE.

"[us, wsll eAteii WOL:r warranty to
-wo years. HY.AeSttl.Ft for NI ability?

For a baler cad 30C -7.3i -1i76 or visit www.comrex.com

411111/111_, 19 Pine goad. Ceven 5, MA 01432 USA
4111.1111111.11.116/141, Tel: 978-784-1775  Fax 378-794-1717 Email: info@corrrex.com

BLUEBJ(



RF Engineering

Use a field strength meter to not only take
monitor point readings, but also to track problems
due to reradiation.

Environmental, ground system problems
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

s the F continues to delete mandatory
e,Isu nts and checks from the Part 73

rules, some intentional traps are opened
for the un engineer. Over the years
old-timers h become accustomed to
making rather comprehensive log entries
of such things as basic current, common
point current, monitor point measurements
and similar operating parameters. As a
result of this, values are checked regularly
and therefore operation should comply
with the Commission's requirements.

Should an inspec-
tion occur, the odds
are that the transmit-
ting system will be
found to be operat-
ing in compliance
with the rules. In any
case, a comprehen-
sive operating hist-
ory of the station is
available to succes-
sive engineers.

On the other hand,
many newer engi-
neers may read the
revised FCC rules
and fail to register the
fact that a rule says
"must be within lim-
its," or similar words.
Sometimes the as-
sumption is made
that the system is op-

erating within limits and regularchecks are
not made because they were not man-
dated. The end result is that an inspector
arrives to find an operating parameter is
out and a pink ticket is issued. Or, after
several years of normal operation the en-
gineer finds one or more of his operating
parameters out of limits. The unfortunate
thing is that no one knows when the
change occurred, because no one kept a
log or even checked the meters on a
regular basis.

Let's assume that the chief engineer de-
cides to do a monitor point check on a DA
system. He finds that one point is way out

of limits. When he checks old logs, he finds that this
particular point has been going out for a long time. This
actually occurred on one station where I was called in, and
we found the point had been going out slowly for three
years, but the original proof value had been entered from
time to time.

We examined the area of the questionable monitor point
and discovered that a large pile of rusted iron, mainly
consisting of iron girders and iron pipes, had accumulated
within several hundred feet of the monitor point. A quick
trip to the dump area with a field strength meter quickly
confirmed my suspicions that the high field strength
measured at the monitor point was due to the accumula-
tion of this rather tall pile of iron. It was a relatively easy
matter to select a new monitor point and file the necessary
paperwork to change location. As a precaution, a skeleton
proof was run on this radial and showed that some points
were up slightly, but only the monitor point had been out
of limits.

Detriments to conductivity
Sometimes environmental changes cause field strength

to decrease because conductivity has changed at the
location of the specific point, or between the point and the
transmitter. This may be caused by urban spread as built-
up areas intrude over a radial, or maybe by the construction
of interstate highways, or even large commercial and
manufacturing construction.

The result of all this construction is that large areas of
concrete wall, paving and similar material extend along the
radial between the station and the monitoring point. Ground
conductivity decreases and signal strength drops.

Cases of reduced monitor point value or lowered radial
values that have constricted and decreased critical cover-
age contours are much harder to deal with. The loss of
signal strength has probably been caused by an actual
change in conductivity that is beyond the control of
the licensee.

If the problem concerns only a single monitor point, the
best solution is to pick a new point. If the whole radial is
down, there is not much that can be done, short of moving
the transmitter. If a radial is badly damaged due to environ-
mental changes in conductivity, it might be possible to
augment a DA pattern to increase radiation in that direction
to restore the original service. This would be an expensive
undertaking and might require a new proof.

Such a situation would be more likely to occur to a long -
existing station. The ground system of a station could be
contributing to the reduced field strength due to deterio-
ration. Look at the radials, especially those in the direction
of reduced signal strength, as well as the copperaround the
base of the tower.

10 March 2003 www.beradio.com
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Fast Ph:11111111tkine itin
Fast Voice Tracks

Here's the bottom line. VoxPro PC® edits voice
tracks and phone calls faster than any Short/cut®
or Cool Edit® editor made. That's why we sold
more VoxPro PC's last year than any o:her year in
our company's history.

Don't take our word fcr it. Ask our customers.
They're the ones tellirg us they don't worry about
running out of time getting a contest o' phone- on
the air anymore.

VoxPro PC edits as fast as you can move. With
our reliable functional ty, smaller control panel
1,8 X 10 inches) and bigger editing window (on a
PC monitor) customers say they get three or four
edits done in the time it used to take them to do
just one on competitive editors.

raapA,p,

Our VoxPro Network fans tell us they love
accessing their on -air work from any VoxPro
PC. in the station to continue recording and
ed ting off the air. (Try that with Short/cut.)

1014

ow

If you're tired of playing a file form beginning to
end to send to some production room or Jazz®
drive. forget about that toc. VoxPro PC
exoorts multiple files n most popular formats to
anywhere on your station's ex st rog network.

VcxFro PC's speed and sirnpl city takes the
drudgery out of voice tracking too.

"Our on -air staff have found VoxPrc PC to be
more than just a phor e call editcy. They
use it to record and ejit talk breaks curing the
week to be used on late night stiffs and week-
ends." Brian Clark, Eng. KITS FM. L.A.

VoxPro PC - What audio
editing is coming to. QD,
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About VoxPro PC
VoxPro PC software provides fast iigital ed ting of
voice ar d phone recorcings on PC' with Windows®
20(10 or)( P. VoxPro PS software uses a computer
keyboard or an optional control panel to execute its
eaEy-to- earn features.

VoxPro PC Features
Imports all popular file formats including MP3.
Exports multiple files in most pooular formats.
Records host and caller on two separate
channels.
Automatically separates host/caller talk -over
Lsing VOICESLIPTM
Networks on NT, Novell or peer -to -peer networks.
Scrubs audio using jog wheel or buttons.
One -button Insert Record automatically sand-
wiches new audio into existing recordings.
Lists recordings on single screei and sorts
ty name, length and last modified time.
Copies or moves multiple files from folder -to -

folder and user -to -user.
Deletes multiple recordings at a time.
Provides unlimited undo's and redo's that
remain active for the life of the fi e.
Remotely starts Record, Play, Play from
Eeginn ng and Stop.
Opto-ls-o tally in record mode for on -air lights.
Opto-lso tally to console for HotKey play.
'30 HotKeys per user.
Displays HotKey titles five at a tine on LCD.

111111r14111111Prg11 IlaI101 I 1?P

VoxPro Network: More
Than Just Import -Export

 Al ovis users to axess thei - accounts
and files from any r etworked k/oxPro PC
cri your station' 3 existing network.
 Allows teams of air talent and pro-
ducers or news staff and producers
k create recordings that instantly
ard automatically appear on each
others screen 3 ready to clay or edit.
 VoxPro PC Network may reside

on one of the VoxPro Norksta-
tions and doesr't require a
dedicated server.

N R0.3

VoxPro Network

Product cr

Control Roc n

What They Are Saying
"VoxPro PC is rock solid. Noting but kudos from
the air staff. They love the speed and simplicity
and I welcome and appreciate the PC reliability."

Troy Pennington, Cumulus, Mobile

"My nationwide, phone intensive program totally
relies on VoxPro PC's speed ard stability I couldn't
part with it. Thank you Audior!"

Lia, Jones Radio Network

"I absoiLtely love VoxPro PC. I ended up buying
three! They're now networkec tocether in our LA
studios." Rick Dees, KIIS, Los Angeles

System Requirements
Pentium III or higher, Windows 2000 or XP,
USB or serial port (for control panel), 128 MB
RAM (256 MB for XP), DirectX 8 compatible
sound card with non -emulated WDM driver,
CD-ROM, 20 GB Hard Drive (15 hrs of record
time per 10 GB), SVGA monitor 800 X 600 w/16
bit color.

Available at your favorite
distributor, or call

206-842-5202 x 204
0700.1 Audoon Laborafones Inc At nghts reserved. Ar.don, VcorPro PC are regrstared trademarks of Audan Laboratories Inc  Baintndge Island, WA Omer nrnpany and product names may be trademarks of their respect!. owners



)A field -strength readings may change during hot or cold months.

Many stations place a large expanded copper screen
round the base of the tower where the current is highest.
Ometimes traffic, digging and other construction work
amages ground systems. Take a field strength meter and
;alk the ground radials in the reduced field strength
lirection to see if they are intact and still there. The current
t the end of the radials is usually low. However,if there are
lo indications of signal in the end sections of the radial it
:ould indicate radial breaks closer to the tower base.

Avoiding potential problems
I have olten wondered it a variation ut the sacrificial
node system, such as those used on boa
seful in protecting a ground system.
'here are different metals, such as iron
,Ity wire anchors and metal ATU Cabinet
Supports, within the radial system's re-
gion. A ground system covers an exten-
live area and the copper wires may pass
through several regions of different chem-
ical composition. Electrochemical cur-
Asnts could flow and erode sections of
dopper. Such a system is available for
automobiles as well as boats, and is
reputed to work quite well.

Assume there will be a small ground -
system resistance loss when calculating
eadiated power. Keep in mind that a
fibmparatively small ground system re-
4istance can make a large difference in
tildiation. When measuring base operat-
ing resistance, include any losses in the
found system and also any other losses

ib the antenna circuit.
if salt or chemicals have been used to

improve the ground connection, renew-
ing the salt or chemicals may solve the
firoblem. At the same time the ground

Superfast Solutions For
Rectifier Problems

Original equipment component
manufacturers

CEwww.rectifiers.com
800-649-6370

ts, might be

RF Engineering

electrodes should be examined
for deterioration.

If we have a 5f1 ground system
resistance and an antenna current
of 10A we have 500W of RF dissi-
pated in the ground. If the total
measured operating base antenna
impedance is only 35S1 the useful
300 would radiate only 3kW of RF.
Ground system losses often exceed
this value, especially in older sta-
tions where there has been sub-
stantial deterioration due to radio
damage and copper erosion.

Temperature can also cause mis-
leading and troublesome results. I have
always felt that it is best to make initial
proofs of performance in cold weather.
In such weather ground conductivity
seems to increase. It is not unusual for a
DA that was performing properly during
hot summer months subsequently to
become out of tolerance on one or more
points during winter when the ground is
covered in snow.

E-mail Battison at batcom@bright.net.

I)))m)))))))))
ANTENNA

SUPPLIES \NC.

Phone: 847-584-1000 www.antennasystems.com
Fax: 847-584-9951 sales&antennasystems.com

aked Ope
.110°.°'ANDREW. Cables

Air Cables
11112-50: 2-1/4" . . .$17.94 /ft
HJ8-50B: 3" $22.28 /ft
HJ11-50: 4" $25.98 /ft
HJ9-50: 5" $36.20 /ft

Foam Cables
LDF4-50: 1/2",1000' 31390
LDF6-50: 1-1/4",1000' ...$6900
LDF5-50B: 7/8", 1000' ...$3300
LDF7-50: 1-5/8", 1000' ...$9200

P-

I
I I

SaCLAIR
Antennas

Sinclair SRL460-2
890-960 MHz, 15dBi

$816.00

Andrew KP4F-820
890-960 MHz, 18 dBi

$752.00

Towers
25G90D: 190', 90MPH, Guyed $3579.00
25G110D: 170', 110MPH, Guyed $5284.00

QPT 90 Heavy Duty
435° pan range,± 90° tilt range, Stowswitch

QPT 90 Light Duty
435° pan range,± 90° tilt range

(.1, ailable in AC/DC and different speeds/voltages)

OUICKSET

Pan -Tilt

www.beradio.com March 2003 13



_FCC* date

Commissioner Adelstein sworn in
By Harry Martin

onathan Adelstein (pronounced "ADD-
dull-steen"), a Democrat, joins Republi-

liacan
Commissioners Kathleen Abernathy,

Kevin Martin, Chairman Michael Powell
and Democrat Michael Copps on the FCC.
Although the White House nominated
Adelstein for the position in November
2001, he sat in the wings for a year waiting
for Congress to confirm his nomination,
which occurred in November 2002.The 40 -
year -old former senior legislative aide and
history professor was sworn in on Dec. 3,
2002. He will complete the term of departed
Commissioner Gloria Tristani, which ex-
pires June 30 of this year. It is assumed that
he will then be reappointed for a full term.

Adelstein made his debut speech as a
Commissioner at the Future of Music Coa-
lition Policy Summit 2003 in Washington,
D.C. on Jan. 6. He accompanied R&B
legend Lester Chambers on the harmon-
ica and, as a musician and a Commis-
sioner, spoke of his soft -spot for commu-
nity -oriented broadcasters, his cautious
approach toward media ownership and
his fear of the impact over -consolidation
could have on diversity and localism. He
also said in a statement on the date of his
swearing -in that his goals include enhanc-
ing competition and efficiently managing
the public spectrum. Additionally, he has
emphasized the need for broadcasters to
take advantage of technological advances
such as broadband, wi-fi, satellite radio and
digital cable to take their programming to
more people and allow the marketplace of
ideas to flourish.

For the seven years immediately preced-
ing his Commission swearing -in, Adelstein
was senior legislative aide to Senator Tom
Daschle (D -SD), who was majority leader
of the Senate for much of that time. Unfor-
tunately,since Daschle has not focused his
attention on broadcast issues, we do not
know where his former aide may stand on
broadcast matters. It is noteworthy,though,
that Adelstein had the strong support of the
National Association of Broadcasters,
whose president said in a published state-
ment that Adelstein has "a firm grasp of

broadcasting and telecommunications issues and a"co
mitment to public service"

EEO rules in place
The FCC's new EEO rules will become effective March 1(

2003. The new rules require the filing of a number of report
and the routine maintenance of a considerable number c
records concerning recruitment efforts. In particular,[
broadcast station must file a Broadcast Equal Employmet
Opportunity Program Report (FCC Form 396) with i)

renewal application. And annually on the anniversat
date of its renewal application deadline, the stat;, ^ mut
place in its public file-and on its website, if it h
an EEO public file report.

Spring thaw for MX applicatioi
There appears to be a proposal before the Comm. 0

ers to resolve the issue that has brought processing
mutually exclusive applications between commercial an,
noncommercial applicants to a screeching halt. No soone,
had the FCC started to implement its auction processes ft
broadcast permits than the U.S. Court of Appeals in Wast-
ington D.C. slammed the door on those processes, as long
as they contemplated that noncommercial applicants
might have to participate in auctions. The court found MIR
the FCC could not force noncommercial applicants Ki
participate in auctions, even when the facilities up for
bidding are commercial licenses. The Media Bureau staff
has presented to the full Commission a draft, which, if
adopted, could end the freeze and start applications mov-
ing through the process again.

On a different topic, the Commission has launched a
simplified version of its Electronic Comment Filing System
(ECFS). The new ECFS Express is supposedly easy to tray,
requiring minimal input from consumers. It's participation
made easy. The Commission hopes the new system will
make the rulemaking process accessible to anyone with
a computer.

I

This initiative is a part of the Commission's on -going
efforts to make its processes available to the public. If
Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald ,C Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@fhhlaw.com. 11

Dateline:
April 1 s the deadline for biennial ownership reports

for stations in Delaware, Indiana, Kentucky, Pennsylva-
nia, Tennessee and Texas.

Renewal applications are due June 1 for radio stations
in the Dis-.rict of Columbia, Maryland,Virginia and West
Virginia. The Commission plans to make form instr

14 March 2003 www.beradio.com



Portable Audio
Compact light weight and easy to operate with 3 woricwide ready ISDN conne:ticn
Wcucs anywhere and is compatible with all codecs on .he market.
It has a built-in digital phone hybrid for POTS connection and lwoits simultaneous!y frith the ISCN connector

/i-V11G
RDA a udie@oaThy,?,

Sterao and Mono.
 Digital and Analog I/O.
Capable of astablishirg an On Air conve-sation with
two :alias.

larLiP02 147-3-)77
Digital Telephone Fiybrd kniwn woridwoe for its
high performance

*C: Phor t- 954 - 581 7999 Fox 954 - 581 7733 soles©oeqbroodcost can wwwoeqbr3adcost cow

Visit us at FAB booth N-3146

Api 7-10. 2003

000

For more detailed information visit us at

AFI ONE op THE MOST Pocu.AP
coNsoas E VEP!!!

wAnN . a rra k s-sys:ems.com or calf (1170) 461-0730
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Tube microphone & amp
Audio-Technica

Booth N2212
AT3060: This mic operates on stan-
dard 48V phantom power. and as a
result does not require a separate
power supply and cable, making it
as easy to set up and use as a stan-
dard condenser microphone. The
mic features a large -diameter dia-
phragm cardioid condenser ele-
ment, delivering high sensitivityand
smooth sound with low overall noise
levels. A nickel -plated brass baffle

provides element stability and optimizes sensitivity. The tube
used in each mic is hand -selected and aged to maintain peak
performance; the tube is shock -mounted to dampen mechani-
cally induced vibration. Electronic-
ally, the mic .ncludes a large coupling
transformer to provide linearity at
low frequencies. Its precision valve
design delivers the tract it ional warmth
of the classic tube microphones.

330-686-2600; fax 330-686-0719

www.audio-technica.com: pro@atus.com

Digital on -air
radio control
surface
Wheatstone
Booth N2804
Gen -9: This radio control sur-
face is an extension of the
Bridge digital audio network
routing system. Bridge engine
components allow as many
as 2-56 mix buses in one rack
mount system. Multiple com-
ponents can he linked to form
a networked sys-
tem making t use-
ful for large sta-
tion integration
projects. The sys-
tem provides total
integration of routing, machine
logic and communications.
252438-7000: lax 252-637-1285

www.iiiiheatstone.com; sales@wheatstone.com

Air and production workstation
Broadcast Software International

Booth N2654
Series 200: This system
includes an air and a pro-
duct.on workstation.
The system includes
two Dell 17" flat panel
monitors. The series
uses the Windows 2000
platform, and includes
Simian digital automa-
tion, Wavecart digital
cart machine, Stinger instant aLdio,SpeedyCD-to-PC rippingand
Syntrillium's Cool Edit Pro 2.0 128,track digital editing software.
S_rnian can he used for music on hard drive and satellite automa-
tion, as well as live -assist or a combination of all three. It offers

easyvoice tracking and is compatible
with most traffic systems. Wavecart
and Stinger are useful for a variety of
live -assist functions. Theworkstation
includes two AudioScience 4344 pro-
fess_onal sound cards.

888-BSI-USA1; fax 541-338-8656

www.bsiusa.com: info@bsiusa.com

What to see at AB2003
The Radio magazine NAB Extra!
is your guide to finding the new
products debuting at NAB2003.
Is there a specific product you

are looking for? Or are you
attending to see what the latest

technology has to offer? The
NAB Extra! will help you

decide which products are a
must -see at the show.

TCP/IP codec
Audio Processing

Technology
Booth N3204

Worldnet Chicago: This Apt -
X -only TCP/IP codec features
the company's data compres-
sion algorithm. It offers UDP
and TCP capabilities and a
feature set designed for
broadcasters who are con-
sidering networking audio
over WAN/LAN infrastruc-

tures. This prod-
uct is an option
for broadcasters
considering next
generation data
transportation

for studio -to -studio links and stu-
dio -to -transmitter links.

323-463-2963; fax 323-463-8878

www.aptx.com; aptmaneting@aptccom
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Omega FM - all digital
High -power FM airchain
Simultaneous DAB output
Rev. 3 software preview
take the 'test drive'

CD

1 1305 Fair Ave.  Santa Cruz, CA 95060
TEL: (831) 458-0552  FAX: (831) 458-0554
www.inovon.com  e-mail: info@inovon.com

I ncvcnic s

NAB 2003
See us there.

Model 531 - for FM
Off -air FM Mod -Monitor
Synthesized tuning - presets
Subcarrier measurement
AM -no se monitoring

The entire line of lnovonics processors, monitors
and RDS/RBDS products will be cheerfully

demonstrated by our friendly, professional team.
We'll nave candy, too! Booth N2326

Is your radio station ready for
the digital up rade?
et Patriot , dig

conversion with our complete antenna
I. ackage. Program providers recommend

solid antenna. with a minimum size of
.8 meters for best reception.
atriot Antennas are 2° compliant

and will not warp like most mesh or
iberglass dishes.

grade your station with the BEST!

PLL LNBs C -Band Feeds

3.8-177 prime focus antennas

704 North Clark Street, Albion, Ml 49224
800.470.3510  517.629.5990  517.629.6690 fax

NAB Booth N1130
www.sepatriot.com

ATRIOT
Antenna Systems

www.beradio.com 1/



broadcast system

Booth N2937
Imediatouch v.2: New features added to the four core
Imediatouch modules include on -screen recording
and voice tracking, front selUback sell information,
audio audition inside the audio library, show log fade
out and repeat and playback while recording long files.
Production tools include an easy -to -use interface, im-
proved search engine capabilities, improved editing
functions on .WAV, MP2 and MP3, an automated visual-
ization file feature and automated level adjust.

888-685-0501; fax 204-183-5805

wmtmetiatouch.net omt@onftnet

Console system

Booth C404
Vistamax: A scalable Pacific console system, it is a hub that enables all console resources
and audio assets to be shared throughout the network: Audio is connected to only one
console in the networked system, but becomes available throughout the entire facility. An
integrated system, it is a cost-effective alternative to networked systems. It is modular,
scalable and designed for on -the -fly configurability. The console connects BMXdigital or
other consoles to its hub via fiber or CAT -5 connections with an architecture that ensures
the shortest physical path between sources and destinations. The platform simplifies
network audio management, reducing the need for standalone routers, distribution
systems and long multi -pair bundles.

800-622-0022: fax 513-459-3890-, tvwwianis.com: bfoadcast@haffis.com

Wireless network

Booth N2526
Matrix Wireless Module: Broadcasters can
transmit remote audio over a wireless net-
work without needing a telephone line or

a separate wireless phone with this mod-
ule. The module incorporates a GSM wire-
less phone, a 2W power booster and the
firmware to transmit high -quality audio
over GSM networks, all enclosed in com-
pact housing. An external antenna comes
with the module. With its optional battery
kit, this module can broadcast in the field
for as long as seven hours.

800-237-1176: fax 978-784-1717

wwwcomfexcom: infoacomreccom

rRAM BROADCAST SYSTEMS, INC.

Building Broadcast Furniture
for over 35 Years

STARTING AT

$2,484

USA
(847) 487-7575

---""1111111111111111111111IiiiimmiimPowl

STANDARD BROADCAST FURNITURE

PREWIRED
SYSTEMS
AVAILABLE

SOLID SURFACE OR LAMINATED TOP
10 YEAR WARRANTY ON SOLID SURFACES
RICH STAINED OAK TRIM
LAMINATED VERTICALS
REVERSIBLE PUNCH BLOCK PANEL
4 3/8" KICK BASE
30 " HIGH TABLE TOP (38" OPTIONAL)
12 RACK UNIT UTILITY HOUSING
12 RACK UNIT PEDESTAL BAYS
POP OUT REAR PANELS
CABLE WIRE TRAYS
ASSORTMENT OF COLORS
GUEST WINGS AVAILABLE
OVERBRIDGES AVAILABLE

www.ramsyscom.corn CANADA
(705) 722-4425

18 March 2003 www.beradio.com



Network up to 640 channels Fibre Optic Cabling

1111111,;i
1111111 "

MR 1

111111 ' :1

111111- :1

OMR MMil

II1'111'1,1

MIMI 1

()
at the

Speediof Light
-00

Networking audio throughout your facility has never been easier.
Logitek s Audio Engines use high speed fibre optic networking to
give you instant access to any audio source connected to any
Audio Engine in your network. Why settle for only 64 channels
of networking when you can have 10 times that number?

Enjoy the benefits of fibre optic networking and the best digital
consoles available. Call your favorite Logitek dealer today!

www.logitekaucio.corn Lo' itek
Digit 1 with a Better Difference



I

switcher/routers are improved with new front

Thrf-f--way powered monitors
'4

Booth N2926
Dynaudio Acoustics Air 20: The three-way
design of this monitor combines Dynaudio
221 technology with digital TC technology,
and it integrates into any Air network. The
design also offers control of directivity and
thus minimizes reflection effects from the
console, floor or similar planes. It features a
1.1" Softdome tweeter and polypropylene
5.5" midrange and 10" woofer drivers.

805-313-1828; fax 805-379-2648

www.telettemic-com; iaftrittelecfroric.com

Content delivery system

Booth N3313
CDS32 Pro: Running on Windows 2000 or XP this system offers live
assist, satellite automation, music -on -hard -drive, remote control
access and unlimited walk -away time. It supports all traffic and
music scheduling software, but also includes a spot set editor and
music scheduler. It operates manually or uses script automation.
The Satellite Automation systems offer all the features of the Live
Assist system plus satellite automation functions for multiple
satellite networks.The Music Log system is designed to operate live
or automated. It features in -context voice tracking for live sound.

310-831-2234; fax 310-831-6287; www.plistinesys.com; saiesepristinesys.com

Profanity delay

Booth N3022
Arse!Delay: Up
to 30 seconds of
broadcast -qual-
ity stereo profan-
ity delay is pos-
sible with this

system. During a live program, the operator can control the entire
system with just two buttons.This all -software PC accessory offers
several features. The large, full -color display on the PC screen
provides status information on the current level of delay, audio
levels, mode and user options. Countdown clocks to cue points
are also shown clearly on screen. The system can be controlled
with a mouse, using user -defined keyboard hotkeys or using
external keypads, which can be built into existing control surfaces
in studio areas.

+21248 0200; fax +21248 5109; sales@mo.dutta.oig

Vogl antennas

Booth 03438
YA7-FML and YA7-FMH: These yagi antennas are designed for
professional FM transmit and receive applications.The antennas
may be used alone or in stacked arrays for higher gain, increased
side -lobe suppression or custom azimuth patterns.
541-779-6500; fax 541-779-3991; twm.katkeia-scalaxem; broadcastOlcattetia.com

BROADCAST TOOLS 'Imo
The upgraded SS 2.1/TERM III & BNC III

panel switches. They may be used as a desktop
device, and are equipped with mounting holes for
wall mount installation or may be installed on
the new RA -1 "Rack -Able" 1RU mounting shelf.

The new "Rack -Able" SS 4.1 III switcher
replaces the popular SS 3.1 while adding a
forth stereo input channel and front
panel control. We've kept the best of the
SS 3.1 features and added a few more.

The new Silence Monitor III improves on
the features of the original SSM, with
front -panel control, removable screw
terminals, "Plug & Play" installation,
built-in program switcher, restore timing
delay, aural alarm and relays for most
remote functions. Now rackable!

The new SS 8.1 II switcher replaces the
popular 6x1 with the addition of two more stereo
input channels and GPI, while keeping the price the
same! The SS 8.1 II may be desktop, wall mounted or
installed on the new "Rack -Able" mounting shelf.

The new RA -1 (1 -RU rack shelf) provides mounting for three
tri-rack or two half -rack "Rack -Able" configured products. The
RA -1 is pre -drilled for flush and recessed product mounting.
The RA -1 is furnished with filler panels and mounting hardware.

"wpm

Look for additional
"Rack-Able"products soon.

SS 2.11:11

SS 8.111

SS 4.1 III

m-yrrar ...MIRO

SILENCE MONITOR III

RA -1 with FP -II Filler Panel

www.broadcasttools.com

tools
639 Sunset Park Drive  Suite 101
Sedro-Woolley, WA 98284 USA

(360) 854-9559  FAX: (360) 854-9479
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A Powerful Combination
Customize your power requirements with Nautel Q series solid state FM transmitters.

Not everyone has the same needs. That's why
Nautel engineers developed the Q series of
transmitters. Each of our solid state 10 and
20kW FM transmitters is designed to integrate
seamlessly with another member of the Q
family. That means you can have 10, 20, 30 or
40 kW of power through simple combinations
of units. Now you have the power to choose.

For over 30 years Nautel has built the best
radio transmitters by blending solid state tech-
nology and innovative engineering design.

n2utei
SIMPLY THE BEST ENGINEERED TRANSMITTERS

Q series features
- Redundant Power Amplifiers
- Redundant Power Supplies
- Dual Digital Exciters
- Dual IPA and Power Supplies
- Dual Low Voltage Power Supplies
- 68% overall efficiency

Contact Nautel for more information about
the benefits of our full range of solid state AM
and FM transmitters.

Nautel Limited, 10089 Peggy's Cove Road,

Hackett's Cove, NS, Canada B3Z 3J4

Phone: +1.902.823. 2233 Fax: + I .902. 823.3 183

Registered ISO 9001

Nautel Maine Inc., 201 Target Industrial Circle
Bangor ME. USA 04401

Phone: +1.207.947.8200 Fax +1.207.947.3693

Registered ISO 9002

E-mail: info@nautel.com or visit www.nautel.com



CD player
Denon Electronics
Booth N2918
DN-C615: This CD player features preset programmability and enhanced multi -format

playback of various formats including standard compact discs, CD-R/RW and MP3-
encoded discs. It features a shock-

proof memory for uninter--
upted playback. The player
displays CD encoded text
through a flowes out display.
A new inclusion is the higt--

speed instant start function, which allows for instantaneous playback when a key is

pressed. Standard features include track search, frame searchand direct track selection via

the front -panel 11 -key pad. A user preset component of the player allows users to set pre -

tailored playback functions, such as playback mote and auto cue. Playback speed is

adjustable via the front panel controls for pitch change up to +/-12 percent.
913-396-0810: fax 913-396-1459; vntwdeLdenon.cam

Countertop console

Booth N2804
R-55: An analog on -air countertop console, this console isdesigned for small- to mid -sized

markets. A visually clean,simple layout aids error -free operation.The fully modular console

features a 12 -input channel mainframe, control !wan, studio and headphone monito-

outputs. Master outputs are provided for stereo PGM and AUD, and mono 1 and 2 buses.

The series features pointer -style VU meters,a built-in timer and cue speaker, full logic and

all -electronic switching.
252-638-7000; fax 252-631-1285; vnwi.vAleatstona.con; salesewheatstonexola

Desktop digital hybrid

Booth N2237

k
R 

Innkeeper PBX: This personal desktop dig-
ital hybrid is capable of providing talk
show -quality phone interviews. The hy-
brid allows the user to send mic and line
level signals into a PBX telephone system,
while maintaining separation between the
user's voice and the caller. The stereo
output jack on the back of the unit provides
the user's voice on one channel and the
caller's voice on the other channel. The
balanced XLR output jack contains onh
the caller's voice. This product can turn a
multi -line digital phone system into a sim-
ple talk show controller. Other applica-
tions include telephone interviews, talk
shows, church PA interface and confer-
ence room full -duplex applications.

800-552-8346; fax 815-786-8502

www.jkauflio.com: infogikautho.com

N B
THE WORLD'S LARGEST

Raft' Leading the ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW
April 5-10, 2003  Las Vegas, NV

Booth # N2626

Digital Revolution

07) 647-3 8S6-6141-1:11-Laok
PO Box 3 ' 'dgton, ME 04009 An

IAD Antenna System
r Analog/Digital

Shively Labs
647-8273 sales@shively.com www.shively.com

loyee-Owned Company ISO 9001 -Certified

22 March 2003
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Have all your remotes
covered vett- SCOOP E -k,
POTS

7 kF-z speech

ISDN

7 kHz, (G722)

20 kHz, (MPEG

Layer II)

se

 o    * I

WIRELESS
;!Z

Ota

GSM - Wireless

Inmarsat Capabilities

Two Channel Audio Mixer

ISDN

Microphone
Supplies
Ph48, Ph12

or T12

Small Weight
and Size
<4 pounds

9 x 6 x 3 inches

II

. .

"  t     r'

POTS

INMARSAT

ATA Audic :.:orToration
400 Valley Rd Suite 100  Mt. Arlington, New Jersey 07856
Ftone: 9K -6E9-0555  Fax 973-659-9555

www.ataELdic.com
sa es@ata ludo com



Ellipse 8 and Elipse 10:
Both monitors feature

Wideband tech-
nology. Each fea-
tures an 8" Dual

Concentric or 10"

Dual Concentric unit
with SuperTweeter Both

monitors are active designs and have a frequency response
extending beyond 40kHz.The cabinet enclosures are acoustically
and mechanically non -resonant. Both monitors are time -aligned
with three-way active systems. Each system's 90 -degree horizontal
dispersion affords a wide sweet spot for practical working across
the length of the console. Discrete MOSFET power amplifiers
provide ample power with low noise and distortion.

877-426-41G1; fax 519-745-2364; www.tannoy.com; Iitplease@tgina.com

Audio storage and playback system
'reshot Systems

Booth SU5369
Nexgen Digital ver. 3.0: The latest version of this storage and playback system contains a wide array of customer -driven enhancements
end improvements.The scheduling software, Musicgen, integrates into Nexgen, offering more potential data to the on -air screen, as well
Ls the ability to fill short hours with music. Delivering files via WANcasting is made easier with bulk file feeds and off-peak time delivery.
I -.creased tracking capabilities in the WANcasting module allow the user to distinguish data recordings. The digital reel-to-reel element
now includes features to control external hardware. Individual user button -bar settings can be locked. Missed commercial lists are
automatically delivered by e-mail.

1300-658-4403, fax 308-284-4181: www.prophetsys.com; sales@piophetsysnm

17,000

Silence eliminator
Danaggor Audio Works
Booth N2519
Plan B: Combining the functions of an audio loss detector, a CD/
MP3 player and a talking remote control system, the Plan B provides
a backup system to
eliminate dead air
caused by equ.p-
ment failure or hu-
man errorOn detec-
tion of an interrup-
tion, the unit swit-
ches its built-in d sc
player online and
then dials until it makes contact.The user controls the Plan B and
any external equipment connected to the unit's three auxiliary
relays or status inputs. The unit can provide as much as eight hours
of backup programming. Other features include an alarm siren with
external mute, a tabulating failure memory and a safety switch to
prevent accidental activation.

888-892-8346; faz 250-163-2902; www.danaggeszom; info@tlanagger.com

Ap ONE O THE MOST POPULAR
CON$OLE9 EMT

For more detailed information visit us at www.arrakis-systems.com or call: (970) 461-0730
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The Secret
is Out

Break every composite performance barrier
with the new Starlink Digital Composite STL.

It's an engagement years in the making. Digital audio qual ty
finally meets the convenience of composite operation.

Introducing the newest Moseley milestone - the Starlink
Digital Composite STL. It delivers all the audio quality that
earned the component Starlink its industry applause, with Lill
16 -bit sampling.

Stereo separation that fully exploits the advantages of digi:al
signal processing, with minimal distortion. Plus an overall system
gain improvement of 20 dB over analog STL performance
SNR better than 85 dB.

Best of all, it's a cirect replacement for your existilg
composite STL. So it's easy to implement the digital audio
quality you've hardly dared whisper about until now. With all
the quality assurance of the name you know for STLs.
Moseley.

111 Castilian Drive  Santa Barbara, CA 93117-3093 

The Starlink Digital Composite STL.
Spread the word.

And contact us today for the complete story.

(805) 968-9621  www.moseleysb.com



Rack -mount mixer

Bowl' C
RB-PMX4: The RB-PMX4
is a 10 mono input to
four mono output pre-
set mixer. Each of the

four outputs has a 10 -way DIP switch associated with it to select which of the 10 inputs is
routed to it. The DIP switches are enclosed in a screw -on cover on the front panel to guard
against accidental changes. This mixer is useful for installations where a set -and -forget,
small mixer is needed. The XLR inputs and outputs are electronically balanced and car.
be wired unbalanced. Each output is individually buffered so that a short circuit on one
will not affect the others. Each input has its own gain control, which is a preset potentiomete-
accessible through the front panel. This provides gain adjustment of -8dB to 18dB.

207-173-2424; fax 207-173-2422; wwwialependentaudio.com; irdo@independeraaudio.com

Time -fit enhancement
Scott Stadios
Booth SU5471
Stretch & Squeeze for SS32: The Stretch and Squeeze option lets the user produce z
commercial and instantly adjust it (plus or minus 20 percent) to the ideal 30 -and 60-seconc
lengths for the network. It can also speed up music pacing without hurting pitch. Different
tempos can be applied to any category, shift, day or season at a moments notice. This
enhancement can be applied to existing spots and music immediately with no redubbing
required. It also allows the user to add extra commercials in time -shifted network talk shows

800 -SCOT -17; fax 972-620-8811; www.scottgathes.com; info@scottstudios.com

i-Mix 15kHz
POTS Audio Codec

Miniature click -on
cable hangers
Andrew
Booth 02630

Click -on I !angers: These hangers facili-
tate easier and less expensive installation
of small Heliax coaxial cables, and brai-
ded cable runs. Each hanger can accom-
modate two runs of cable.The hangers are
stackable, making it easy to install as many
as six runs of cable, even in confined
spaces.The mini hangers are suitable for
cable installations on towers, roofs and
walls or within buildings.
800 -DIAL -4-13F; fax 108-349-5444; www.andrew.com;

rose.wolaki@andrew.cam

Use Tieline 15kHz POTS Audio Codecs
 Fact - Rock Solid Modems that stay connected
NI Fact - Total Remote Control

 Fact - Fully Software Upgradeable

Ask your favorite dealer
for a FREE demo today!

TielindrAdi
T E C H 0 L

www.tieline.com
Tieline Technology - 5555 N. Tacoma Ave., #101, Indianapolis, IN 46220-3547. Toll Free (888) 211-6989 Fax (317) 259-8040. email: sales@tieline.com

Clay Frienwald,

Senior Facilities Engineer,
Entercom/Seattle

"Where other codecs give problems or

won't work,Tielines connect and give

no problems when we're on the air".

BE Radio Magazine, field tests
"The Tieline sounds bright and smooth on music, and
punchy and crisp on voice - Rock Solid without any
unanticipated line drops':

Dave Kittley, Engineer, KGNZ, Abilene,
"We &lolled Vector, Scoop Reporter and Tieline. We
chose Tieline because they sounded better and made
better connections. Now, we always have other stations
asking what we're using when they can't get on the air
with their remote equipment and we con".
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IF YOU WANT TO BOOST YOUR REVENUES PROFIT FROM OUR EXPERIENCE.

At NPR Satellite Services, we understand all he ups and downs of broadcasting-because we
do it ourselves. That's why we provide a complete set of affordable satellite solutiois to support
you. If you need reliable space segment with coverage in all 50 states and the Caribbean,
or require custom engineering design, training, and consulting-we've got the experience and
technical expertise to get your transmissions up there to generate dollars down here. To f nd out
more, call NPR Satellite Services at 202.513.2626. And discover some very down to earth value.

www.nprss.org/be

npr
satellite

services



AB I xtra
Single -tube FM transmitter

tiro ark, a
Booth N2604

FM -25T: This transmitter can be used as a standalone 25kW transmitter or two can be combined for
as much as 50kW of output power. Features of this product include a folded halfwave cavity that
eliminates the need for a plate blocking capacitor and sliding contacts; a remote transmitter
diagnostic system for complete remote monitoring and logging of all transmitter operations;

proportional VSWR fold -
back for continuc us opera-
tion into loads up to 3:1
VSWR; and a 500W solid-
state IPA that can be used as a
standby transmitter.

217-224-9600; fax 217-224-9607: www.hdcasicom: bdcast@bdcastcom

Coaxial Dynamics'

Line of Liquid/Air
Terminations are

quickly becoming the
industry standard for
testing, adjusting and

alignment of R.F.
Transmitters.

Liquid/Air Cooled
Loads are available to
handle requirements

from 600W to 1 2.5kW.

COAXIAL DYNAMICS
SPECIALISTS IN RF TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS

15210 Industrial Parkway, Cleveland, OH 44135
216-267-2233 800 -COAXIAL FAX: 216-267-3142
E -Mail: coaxial@apk.net

Web Site: http://www.coaxial.com =  r
L V A

VISA

III

The Radio magazine Pick Hits
Who will win the most presitigious radio

technology award of the NAB convention?
Find out at the show and in the June issue.

Data transceivers

Booth C276
FMX-230: This flexible transceiver can connect multiple devices in
a fault -tolerant drop -and -insert network. There is no limit to the
number of nodes present in the network. Using packet data trans-
mission technology, this transceiver can transmit and receive data
at speeds as fast as 112kb/s throughout the network. Each unit is
capable of receiving data from an uplink or downlink and then
retransmitting the data to the respective uplink or downlink direc-
tion. With an embedded micro -controller in the unit, all configura-
tions and equipme3t settings can be managed through the network
monitoring system. Control signals that are used to control the data
path are userprog-ammable and feature master, sub -master and
slave node settings, anti -streaming logic, poll and respond data
transmission timing, data rate and data terminating.

1300-4TV-TEST fax 516-611-3362

wNw.multidyne.com; info@multidyne.com

All-NewAutoPil-,'-t 2
Unleash the Power!

Broadcast Transmitter
Control Software

 Control all sites from one PC
 Wizards for easy setup
 Powerful Scripting

lg. Ow
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"AutoPilot 2 has not missed a
beat -- which is critical for a high
powered AM station. It's very
dependable".
Paul Reynolds, Chief Engineer

Cox Radio

"AutoPilot 2's open architecture
has really expanded our
monitoring capabilities. The
power of the scripting wizard
can't be overstated."
Jeff Kuhne, Engineer, WRP1-FM

Special Offer!!

Order now and receive
free ARC -16 5.4

firmware with your
purchase!

Firmware Features include:
 Adjustable Alarm Delays
 Adjustable Raise/Lower

Durations
 Autoload for PC Based

ARC -16 Configuration

Bum(
c.Noto,,,

Tel: 800-255-8090
Web Site: www.burk.com

Email: sales@burk.corn
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Remote control software

Booth N2338
Lynx 4: Use this ioftwa re to maximize a GSC3000
or VRC2500 transmitter remote control system.
This software is included when you buy a new
unit. By offer ng simple site setup and control,
customized logging and a feature set built for
flexibility, this product gives the user the power

to control a site easily. Access all the sites on one screen with dockable w.ndows that
present all the information logically. Multi -site control is c onvenient and efficient,with each
site selectable from an expandable menu. Switch views from one site to the next with a
click, while keeping alarms and events for the entire system in plain sight. Offers a real-time
event list to provide immediate notification and detailed logging of user and site activity

800-2554090; fax 978-486-0081; mwilurkayn; csattol@katcom

Website enhancement services

Booth A25-16
Enteractive: This Web -based service allows broadcasr3 to enhance a listeners' online
experience and retain them longer by using interactive tools. It also allows broadcasters
to derive revenue from the listener base and NTR revenue from clients through Short Message Service texting on mobile phones. By
implementing a range of services from requests to decications to contesting, listeners can interact with the station to the level desired
by the station from perceived control of music played, tc actual control of music played. Mine demographic information from listeners
and put the gathered information to work generating -eenue and obtaining data from these rr ost active listeners. Works with analog
and IBOC digital radio.

NAExtra
Stereo mixer

Both N3101

IliNCROMIXER-
MR NPR now UNE 1101111

reerl, MORO

Micromixer: This four -input, two -output
stereo mixer for line -level audio sources is
useful for combining two stereo sources or
fou r mono sources to a stereo output.
Microassign switches permit any input to
be routed to the left, right or both outputs.
Th. ac power supply is built in, so wall
warts aren't needed. As many as three units
can be mounted in a 1RU rack shelf

626-355-3656; fax 626-355-0077

wwwiengeng.com; infa@henyeng.com

800-362-6191; fa: 218427-4441; wwwenco.com; svponthacacom

FlipJack FJ-500
3 channel cell phone interface

 Two headphone jacks
 Two Mic inputs & Line Input

Connection To A
Standard Telephone Line.
Operates on "AA' batteries
or external power
Balanced Line Level Output
Small Size: 1.5"H x 4.8"W x 4.5"D

Tuner input for off -air monitoring
LED level indicator

www.conex-electro.com

CONEX
1602 Carolina Si. P.O. Box 67 BellIngham, WA 98227
360-734-4323 FAX 360-676-482:
EMAIL conex@conex-electro.com 800-645-1061

Experience Exceptional Duality, Reliability and Service!
Experience Armstrong Transmitter!

Our stogie tube high power FM transmitters offer
you ex.:eptional quality and affordeble prices.

Built far the "real world" enviroiment, these RF
workhorses offer long term rel ablity and features
not found in any other single tube transmitter
availat le

Features include:

 1/4 Wave Grounded Grid PA.

 Fiber Optic PA Arc Detection.

 PA -emperature Protection.

 Advanced Control System with 'emote
corrputer interface and auto log.

 More internal status sensors than any other
trarsmitter

 CD Duality Audio. IAES/EBU optic nail

 Ave table from 15KW to 3.5i:VV Combined
systems to 60KW

FM 30000 TX

Armstrong Transmitter ... ;he best RF produczs, the best around -the -clock support,
and the best prices .. bec6 use you deserve nothirg less!

A ARMSTRONGAi& TRANSMITTER CORPORATION
4830 Vwth Street, Marcellus, WY 13108 Web Site: armstrongta.com
Phone 315-673-1269 Fan: 315-673-9972 email: sales@armstrongtx.com

www.beradio.com March 2003 31



Booth SU7237
Radioman R5: A scalable and flexible system for
digital media, the latest generation of Radioman
software enables content to be transmitted simul-
taneously through multiple output streams, for
example online and over -the -air. Radioman R5
integrates programming and broadcast planning,
digital audio production, reporting, archiving as

oldr-L well as program transmission into a single pack -

h   . F
 MIMI age.The main advances in this system are its Media 0 Mr. Asset Management (MAM) features that provide

information management and copyright control.
The system can be scaled for small or large operations. Jutel Radioman software is sold
internationally through IBM network and is a part of IBM's Digital Media Factory

+35 8-8-551 4801; fax +35 8-8-551 4810; www.radioman.fi; sales@radirman.fi

xtra
Audio storage and playback system
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Auto answerer

Booth N2350
STI-11: The hybrid interfaces a single POTS line to user equipment while providing full -
duplex audio quality. It is equipped with a programmable serial port, allowing control
and monitoring via the users computer and software.This product makes those remote
call -in recordings a snap while eliminating the DTMF tones. Features include balanced
audio input and output, DSP delay processing for DTMF tone removal, front panel control
of line seizure and drop and LED monitoring.Additional features include caller ID,call-
progress monitoring of busy, CPC, dial tone, reorder off/on hook and loss of loop. Relays
are provided for most front -panel indicators.

871-250-5575; fax 360-854-9479; wwahroadcasttools.com; bti@broadcasttools.com

Audio Engine enhancements: The Audio
Engine is a modular product based on a
card cage architecture. Updates to the dig-
ital console include a firmware release,
version 3, which enables a number of
standalone audio routing functions. The
firmware also expands the nu mber of avail-
able mix -minus buses to 24 and increases
the stereo mix bus count to eight. The
capabilities of the Supervisor software tor
the Audio Engine have also been increased.
Supervisor now features a UDP network
connection in addition to the existing TCP/
IP connection.

871-231-5870; fax 713-664-4479

www.logitekaudio.com; info@logitakamfm.com

ti

The Best in Sound

Since 1979 Mager Systems,
Inc. has been custom
designing and fabricating
award winning furniture for
the broadcast industry
nationwide. We are still the
innovators and leaders in
solid surface tops and
applications which comes
with a 10 -year warranty.
Our complete one -stop -
shop includes installation.
turnkey prewiring,
switches and
components,conference
rooms, reception desks. and
office furniture. Our blending
of art form with cutting edge
techniques, and a clear
understanding of each
client's application allows us
to produce your showplace
tailored to your budget.

CtitiAlli
Stud%

 I f

TEL: 623-780-0045

FAX: 623-780-9860

mager@magersystems.com
www.magersystems.com

Visit our website for more informatior

WBAA

Purdue University

Touch Sensitive Switches & Keyboards

Come see us at
Booth #N

MSI
introduces

our new
,award winning

bound Choice"
furniture. Our

modular in stock
furniture boasts

unsurpassed quality
for the economical

budget with a 10 -year
limited warranty.

See details on
our website.
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DIGITAL BROM/CAST CONSOLE

ESSENTIALS

Make your move into radio's future:
Otari's New DE -13 Digital

On -Air Console.

High -resolution digital audio is now becoming a

demanding fact -of -life for today's top -market
radio operations. To meet this challenge, Otari

introduces the new 96 kHz DB-10 Digital
Broadcast Console. The fully expandable DB-10

is the most advanced and reliable small -format

digital On -Air console available, specifically

designed to meet the needs of broadcast pro-

fessionals. Its ergonomically refined control

surface features ten (10) fully configurable

input channel faders. Choose from Analog
Inputs (Stereo and Mono) or Digital Inputs
(AES/EBU and S/PDIF) for a maximum of 16

active channel paths in total, with 4 micro-
phone inputs always available on faders 1 to 4.

The DB-10 also features the EMG Emergency

bypass function, which protects you in the

event that one of your digital input sources
should fail.

The DB-10 provides 99 password -protected

snapshots, and 9 project settings for easy

Microphone courtesy of Audio -Technics

www.otari.com

recall. Mutt band selectable equalization,
compressor/limiter dynamics, 2 AUX, 2 TEL, and

2 PGM busses as well as two digital mix minus

(N-1) busses, are available on all channels. The

DB-10 handles sample rates from 32kHz to
96kHz using the highest quality sample rate
converters. Synchronization can be achieved via

internal or external 48kHz word clock, providing

a reliable dig tat lock every time.

Up to 4 OB-10 consoles can be cascaded

together to provide additional channel inputs

11111111111111111111

OWEN

as needed. When cascading DB-10 consoles,

both the talkback and Emergency Bypass sig-
nals are shared between all consoles, allowing

for one man operation. All of this in a compact

footprint perfect for small studios, while also
being expandable for use in larger facilities.
rurtherno re, the DB-10's portability makes it
the perfect choice for OB trucks.

Need computer backup? DB-10's console

snapshots, project settings, and GPIO data can

oe quickly saved and recalled using a standard

PC serial link. The outboard power supply unit

supports 100-240VAC and optionally 24VDC.

And by adding another optional power supply
unit, the DB-10 can be redundantly duplexed

for failsafe operation. If your station's been
waiting to provide "all digital" content, here's
the on- iir console solution to take you secure-

ly into -adio's future. The Otari DB-10 delivers

digital technology today - with the simplicity,
reliability and familiarity of analog's past.

Another Otari Indispensible
Tool -Of -The -Trade

Otari Corporation  0236 Rennet Ave,  (page OtaillignallitSculn  Nashville. TN 37211  615/255-60130 Fax 615/255-90:0

- '



Get on the

Your time at the NAB convention is precious.
Don't waste it wandering around the show floo-
hoping to find what you're looking for. Use the
Radio magazine FASTtrack instead. This exclu-
sive Radio magazine feature organizes the show
floor into specific product categories, and then
arranges the exhibitors by their booth numbers.
With this, you can quickly chart the shortes:
course through the show floor. An alphabetica
radio exhibitor listing can be found on the show -
floor map in this issue.
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for NAB2003

FASTtrack Index
Audio Accessories 36
Audio Mixers -On Air 36
Audio Mixers -Portable 38
Audio Mixers -Studio, Recording 38
Audio Processing 38
Aucio Recording, Storage & Playback 38
Audio Routing & Distribution 43
Automation Systems 43
Computers & Peripherals 43
Dea ers & Distributors 44
Digital Audio Workstations 44
Intercom, IFB Products 44
Microphones, Accessories 44
Microwave, Fiber Optic & Telco Equipment 46
Power Products, Batteries, Generators, UPS 46
Radio Transmitters, Translators, Exciters,

Antennas & Tuners 46
Recording Media & Accessories 48
RF Feedline, Waveguide & Components

aid Towers, Services 48
Sate lite Equipment & Services 48
Sour d/music/image libraries 48

S-udio & Facility Support Products & Accessories 50
System Integrators, Consultants & Misc. Services 50

Test & Measurement Equipment 53
Wire, Cable & Connectors 53

,10
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YOU NEED THE NEW APHEX 2020MKI I I AUDIO PROCESSOR

iELCOM1 TO

APHEX
SYSTEM

PiP1

Uer. :co 2.02.....

Settling for flabby, undefined bass? Buried, clouded, mids? Shrill, annoying high end
that you just can't tune out of your current processor? Is your only comfort that some of
your neighbors on the dial sound as bad or worse than you do? Then it's time to step up to
the new Aphex 2020Mklll.

Radically new processing algorithms and circuitry bring even greater loudness while maintain-
ing clarity and musicality. The bass is tight, deep and resonant, the mids are detailed and for-
ward, and the highs are open and natural. The 2020Mk.III is so powerful, yet so clean, it is
the only "broadcast" processor used in world class post production ana mastering facilities.

With an extensive range of useful controls you can readily achieve your own unique sonic
signature ....a sound that you'll never want to get rid of.

Call us today to audition the new 2020MkIll at your station.

APHEXSYSTEMS
Improving the way the world soundss"
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A
818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641 www.aphex.com

Aohex is a registered trademark of Aphex Systems
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Clark Wire & Cable C4121
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Riedel

SCMS, nvc
YOU- KNOW - WE -KNOW- RADIO!

YOU'LL FL 113 OVER OU

 26 Years of
PersonalService

 Competitive Prices for over
600 Quality Manufacturers
of New Equipment

 Extensive Rental Fleet
(Audio, RF, Codecs,
Test Equipment,
and more!)

Ai I

SERVICE!

 Experienced Staff
 Huge Stock of Rebuilt

RF and Audio Gear
 Trade -Ins Welcomed

SCMS has you covered!

WEST COAST
Doug Tharp
Voice 858.272.2332
Cell 8 1 8.398.7 3 14
Email dtharpiAsansr.com

SOUTH-WEST
Tyler Callis
Cell 8 1 7.3 12.63 38
Email tylercallis@integrity.com

CENTRAL
Bernie O'Brien
Cell 7 3 1.69 5.1 7 14
Email bernieob iearthlink.net

MID -WEST
Mary Schnelle
Voice 1.800.245.4307
Fax 5 1 3.583.1 343
Email mschnell :maryschnelle

MID -SOUTH
Bob Mayben
Voice 8 7 7.391.26 50
Fax 256.543.0595
Email bobmayben :usa.net

corn

NORTH-EAST
Dan Lohse
Voice 908.722 6015
Fax 908.7 2 2.43 59
Pager 877.792.8024
Email scmsnorth . aol corn

MID -ATLANTIC
Chris Singleton
Voice 410.348.9925
Fax 410.348.9924
Email csingleAmv.com

CORPORATE SALES OFFICE - PINEVILLE, N.C.
Toll FREE 800.438.6040 Fax 704.889.4540

Email sales a scmsinc.com
www.scmsinc.com
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The New
M

MASTER 1 II

T

IIL

1 CONTROL
XV

Three more reasons to
make the switch!

Internet Voice Tracking
Use top talent from across
town or around the world.

CM=XlanSi "

SIM .1 NINO MIN eu

24 Hour Support
The average RCS support call is
answered by a real human being in 12.5
seconds.* I' you have a question, we've
got the answer no matter what time.

'From internal document (7/1/2001- 6/.30 20021
based on more than 27,000 calls.

Living Log
No more copy ng log out and
into the studio All schedule
changes are immediate.

See the difference, hear the difference, get the best!

.11MIMIN

a -
MN MIL '41=IM R

Sound Software

Master Control is SelectorR smart.
For live -assist, automation, satellite,
Internet and remote broadcasting.

Call, click or email now:
914-428-4600

www.rcsworks.com/howitworks
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IT PAYS TO KNOW WHO LIVES NEXT DOOR

IIIIIIIIIIIIIII
ABC Satellite Services realizes lust how important

the right community is to our customer's. That's why we offer
all the service, support, flexibility and technology

you could ever need under one roof.

See who lives in our neighborhood
ABC News *Salem Radio Network
PEuI Harvey The Dave Ramsey Show
EE.PN Radio Mike Gallagher Show
WOR Radio Networks Business Talkradio

Talk America
PGA TOUR Radio
Performance Racing

Network

abc SATELLITE
FDr- more information on how you can live next door call: 212-456-5802

or visit our website: www.abcsatelliteservices.com
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Audioarts Engineering N28114

Logitek N2931

Studer N3005

Euphonix N3014

Henry Engineering N3101

AEQ N3146

Independent Audio/Sonifex N3201

Audio Processing Technology N3204

Hosa Technology SL 645

Apogee Electronics SL 830

Kramer Electronics SL1725

Sony Electronics SU4015

Leitch SU4525

SRSWOWcast Technologies SU4857

Automation Systems
RCS 02509
D.A.V.I.D. GmbH C2670

Sony Electronics MM 80
Prophet Systems N1924

Burli Software N2067

Register Data Systems N2246

Yamaha N2420

Enco Systems N2546

Broadcast Electronics N2604

Arrakis N2638

Broadcast Software Intl N2654

Scott Studios N2701

RCS N2831

LPB N2916

MediaTouch
Pristine Systems

N2937
N3133

Computers &
Peripherals

AEQ N3146 Panasonic C 904

SMART Technologies SI.28.39 Tektronix C2450

Sony Electronics SU4015 RCS 02509
ScheduALL by VizuAll SU4615 Telex Communications C2812

Prophet Systems SU5369 Mager Systems N1934

Scott Studios SU5471 Enco Systems N2546

Dalet Digital Media SU7137 Scott Studios N2701

IBM SU7237 RCS N2831

Jutel SU7237 LPB N2916

Denon Electronics N2918

Powerful Automation from BSI

Improve your station's performance with a digital automation system from
BSI, and we'll save you money. We provide reliable equipment and
eliminate the unnecessary. When you purchase a BSI system, you're
buying years of research into what makes an automation system both
versatile and reliable. Dell servers, AudioScience sound cards and BSI
software make a great combination. Each system is customized to best
meet your needs. Our team of professionals installs and configures your
software and hardware and each system comes with telephone training and
a full year of Standard support and upgrades.

Thousands of users have discovered how easy
and versatile BSI software really is.

Test and try before you buy.

Broadcast Software Internat;onal
1923 Bailey Hill Road, Suite '. Etwenc, OR 97405

w.bsiusa.com 888-BS1-1 \I (1188-274-8721) infoqt)bsiusa..ont

,Para el espanol, Hamada .Feli ALI% 4-z, Distribuidor de los

.(916) 368-6332 lehavez(4.onunedianet.coni
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Audio Processing Technology

Gefen
Apple Computer

AudioScience
Musicam USA

Rorke Data

Apple Computer
Backbone Networks
Intel
Primera Technology
Trenton Technology
Studio Network Solutions

N3003

N3022

N3204

SL 107
SL 203
SL 601

SL 825
SL 828
SL2305

NA 2003

Anystream SL2651
ATro SL3033
Leitch SU4525
Scott Studios SU5471
Masterclock SU6329
Dalet Digital Media SU7137

IBM SU7237

Dealers & Distributors
SL2409 Joseph Electronics ( 266
S12631 Harris C 404
SL2636 Broadcast Richardson C 454

TURNING GREAT IDEAS

INTO EXCEPTIONAL

INNOVATIONS

\.Contirierit4
N '*.A44)(,4q-. in

Future Broa

At this year's NAB show we are inviting you to.help.
desigV yotfrinext transmitter. Continental
investing tit people and funds to ma OEM -

We arettlirrtrfifttetlifb-broadcast

800.733.5611 ii4Ww.contelec.com

Issue advertisers are
shown in RED.

Microwave Service Corporation 0 562
Westlake Electronic Supply C2627
Herman Electronics C4040
TAI Audio C4372
Trew Audio N1948
RF Parts N2242

Broadcasters General Store N2519

Digital Audio
Workstations

ATI C 135
360 Systems C2024
Prophet Systems N1924
Yamaha N2420

Enco Systems N2546
Audion Laboratories N2604

Broadcast Electronics N2604
Arrakis N2638
Broadcast Software Intl N2654

SADiE N2746
MediaTouch N2937

Studer N3005
Pristine Systems N3133

Mackie Designs N3231

Avid RT606
Avid SL 300
Sonic Solutions SL 542

SL1569
SL1635

SU5369

SU7137

Sonic Foundry
Fairlight USA
Prophet Systems
Dalet Digital Media

Intercom, IFB Products
Telex Communications C2812
Riedel C4136
Sierra Automated Systems N1813

JK Audio N2237
Broadcast Tools N2350
Comrex N2526

Microphones,
Accessories

Sonifex C 133
Harris C 404
Hollywood Edge/Soundelux C 572
ADC/ Nvision C 680
Leader Instruments C 768
Wohler C2543
Telex Communications C2812
Electro-Voice C2812
Dorrough Electronics 03840
Sony Electronics MM 80
Countryman Associates N2020
Azden N2038
Sound Devices N2045

Schoeps/Posthom Recordings N2046
Martinsound N2048
Neumann N2103

Sennheiser Electronics N2103
Lectrosonics N2120
Sanken Microphones N2125
Rycote Microphone Windshields N2145

Audio-Technica N2212
Aphex Systems N2224

Omnia Audio N2618
RDL (Radio Design Labs) N2637
Harrison by GLW N2666
LPB N2916

TC Electronic N2926

Joemeek/PMI Audio N3001
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Issue advertisers are
shown in RED.

Junger Audio N3015 Broadcast Tools N2350 Mole -Richardson C2531
DPA Microphones N3023 AEV N2460 Neutrik C2560
Independent Audio/Sonifex N3201 Comrex N2526 Telex Communications C2812
Marshall Electronics SL 745 Enco Systems N2546 Lightning Eliminators C3426
Apogee Electronics SL 830 Broadcast Electronics N2604 Techni-Tool C3945
Sony Electronics SU4015 Telos Systems N2618 Dorrough Electronics C3840
Harrison by CI.W StI,1802 TFT N2820 Superior Electric N2455

RCS N2831 ERI-Electronics Research N2738
Microwave, Fiber Optic Armstrong Transmitter N2846 Kay Industries N2801

& Telco Equipment QEI N2914 Middle Atlantic Products SL1869
Sonifex C 133 Energy-Onix N3019 Active Power SU6157
ATI C 135 Audio TX N3022

Multidyne C 276 Musicam USA N3022 Radio Transmitters,
Harris C 404 Henry Engineering N3101 Translators, Exciters,
Microwave Service Corporation .. C 562 OMB N3114 Antennas & Tuners
ADC/ Nvision C 680 AEQ N3146 Jampro Antennas 315
Microwave Radio Comm. C 704 Independent Audio/Sonifex N3201 Propagation Systems C 354
Tektronix C2450 Audio Processing Technology N3204 Harris C 404
RCS 02509 Avid RT606 Dielectric C 424
Andrew C2630 Avid SL 300 SWR C 754
Kathrein, Scala Division C3438 FastChannel Network SL3617 Broadcast Technology C2912
Superior Broadcast C4020 Itelco USA SU4676 RFS Broadcast C3012
SpaceCom Systems N1121 Telecast Fiber Systems SU4688 Kathrein, Scala Division C3438
NPR Satellite Services N1312 Diversified Marketing Intl SU5230 Larcan C3450
DB Elettronica N2058 Wegener Communications SU5280 Superior Broadcast C4020
Tieline Technology N2063 Dahl Dii;ita I Media St17117 Ecreso - RFTS Broadcast S.A. N1852
Moseley Associates N2204 Phasetek N1938
JK Audio N2237 Power Products, UPS, Kintronic Labs N2012
Radio Systems N2320 Batteries, Generators EMR Corporation N2042
Inovonics N2326 Staco Energy Products C 103 Audemat N2049
Nicom LLC N2339 Belden C 674 DB Elettronica N2058

And A Chance To Win A New PDA!

Log on today

to download the
Radio magazine

NAB 2003 Exhibitor
Directory to your

Palm PDA.

Radlo
Enter online:

www.beradio.com
for a chance to win one

of five Palm m515 PDAs
from Harris Broadcast.

Deactline to enter ;s March 30, 200

AARRIS
www.broadcast.harns.com
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IA Educational Circular Polarization antennas.

Model N. lags IllakItatut Power Price

HIP -1 1 500 W S250

111P-2 2

W

Si50
MP -3 IC W 5950

WP -4 4 ' 800W 51,250

MP -4R 4 2000 W 51,750

MP -5 5 3000 W 51350

MP -6 6 3000 W S2300

uw Pll

model IN. Bays

GP -1

GP -2

GP -3

GP -4

GP -5

GP -6

2

3

4

5

6

Input Power Price

1500 W 5350

3000 W 51,350

4500 W 51,800

6000 W S2,500

6000 W 52.900

8000 W 53.500

1111 Medium Power Circular Polarization antennas.

Model Do. Bails Max. trout Power Price

SGP-1 1 3000 W 5650

SGP-2 2 6000 W S2.450

SGP- 3 3 8000 W S3,500

SGP-4 4 8000 W $4.300

SGP-5 8000 W 55,100

SGP-6 6 8000 W S5,900

SGP-611 6 15000 W 56.500

Please Contact the OMB limerica
Sales Department, for other

antenna systems configurations

=It

EUROPE

Commercial d T.V. Factory:
Avda. San Antonio, 41
Telefs.: 976.50. 46.96 (6 lines)
Fax 976.46.31.70
50410 CUARTE DE HUERVA
(Zaragoza)

Antenna IL Radio Factory:
Camino de los Albares, 14, bolos
Telefs.: 976.50. 35. 80 (6 lines)
Fax 976.50. 38. 55
50410 CUARTE DE HUERVA  (Zaragoza)
Internet. http://www.omb.es
e-mail: ombcomainfonegocio.com
VideoConference(RDSI) 976 46 32 01

INTTRNAPONAl DIVISION

3100 NW 72nd.Avenue Unit 112

MIAMI, Florida 33122

Ph.: 305 4770973 - 305 4770974 (6 linen)

Fax: 305 477-0611

Internet. http://www.omb.com

e-mail: ombusa@bellsouth.net

Videoconference. 1 305 5940991/92

The b selection

TU 6 Radio antenna systems
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Crown Broadcast N2112 QEI N2914
Aphex Systems N2224 LPB N2916
Nautel N2312 Denon Electronics N2918
Nicom LLC N2339 Energy-Onix N3019
Continental Electronics N2403 OMB N3114
AEV N2460 Valcom N3131
Belar N2504 Itelco USA SU4676
Bext N2532

Broadcast Electronics N2604 Recording Media &
Shively Labs N2626 Accessories
ERI-Electronics Research N2738 Wireworks 02309
Armstrong Transmitter N2846 Maxell C3163

"rIIIM.P'3"27: MININ1111111111
111E' 11M__111111

109 W Knape Aye, Edgewater, FL 32132

Phone 1-888-4RAD1095 in the US

G Dbally, phone 1 386 426 2521

One go to Wit. W radiosoft com

When

R E C RA I yo0

T
 Search for FCC license data online

_oc 3tE potential frequencies
 Automatic into-ference calculations
 Accepted and used by the FCC
Rea' time 3D c splays

 Fast, accurate, ccst effective mapping

Considered ty many to be the industry leader.
Broadcast ProfeEEionals can count on RadioSoft for fast,

accura-,e radio ma]ping.

Issue advertisers are
shown in RED.

Sony Electronics MM 80
HHB N2146
Denon Electronics N2918
Apogee Electronics SL 830
Sony Electronics SU4015

RF Feedline,
Waveguide &

Components and
Towers, Services

Myat C 112
SpectraSite Broadcast Group C 304
Dielectric C 424
Richland Towers C 580
CPI Eimac C 720
SWR C 754
World Tower Company C 821
Neutrik (2560
Andrew C2630
Kline Towers C2922
RFS Broadcast C3012
Rohn C3346
Micro Communications (MCI)....C3639
CPI Eimac N1329
Phasetek N1938
EMR Corporation N2042
TWR Lighting N2137
Penta Labs N2142
American Tower N2166
Magnum Towers N2238
Coaxial Dynamics N2337

Altronic Research N2428
Flash Technology N2438
Allied Tower N2445
Dialight N2453
Unimar N2542
Shively Labs N2626

Honeywell Obstruction Lighting.. N2726
ERI-Electronics Research N2738
Econco N2920
Bird Electronic N3251

Satelliteipment &
Services

Andrew C2630
Norsat International MM315
Satellite Engineering N1120
Patriot Antenna Systems N1130
Norsat International N1220
DH Satellite N1430
Broadcast Tools N2350
Scientific Atlanta SU4543
Wegener Communications SU5280

Sound/music/image
libraries

Manhattan C 115
Sound Ideas C 174
Promusic C 450
TRF Production Music Library C 662
615 Music Library C 664
Killer Tracks C 873
Joemeek/PMI Audio N3001
Stephen Arnold Music RT313
615 Music Library RT518
Production Garden Music SL 101
Sound Effects Library SL1628
Digital Juice SL1957
Network Music SU4565
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Technical Furniture for Today... and Tomorrow

See the Ccmplete Line and
Accessories at NAB 2014'

Las Vegas Convention Center
Booth 0102

(800) 73E-2070
.vviiiv.forecast-c onsoles.com

MASTERail is 3 Trademark of -:clecasl Ccinsos Inc All Rights Reserved
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a
Valentino Production Music SU5619
Studio Cutz Music Library
Omnimusic
Sound Ideas

Aircraft Production Music

Groove Addicts
Megatrax Production Music
FirstCom Music

Studio & Facility Support
Products & Accessories

SU5625

SU5612

SU5629

SU6330

SU6434

SU6441

S117346

Forecast Consoles L luG
Zero Cases C 143
Gepco International C 244
Kart -A -Bag C 353
Harris C 404
Dielectric C 424
Storeel C 436
APW Enclosures C 744
Switchcraft C 750
Hannay Reels C2313
RCS C2509
Mole -Richardson C2531
Neutrik C2560
Canare C2878
Maxell C3163
Will -Burt 0181
Encoda Systems 0211
Nemal Electronics 0318
Techni-Tool C3445
Electronic Associates 0724

Anvil Cases 04074
American Inflatables N1851
Mager Systems N1934
Audemat N2049
Prime LED N2050
Moseley Associates N2204
RF Parts N2242
LakeSoft N2250
Radio Systems N2320
Inovonics N2326
Burk Technology N2338
Broadcast Tools N2350
International E -Z Up N2357
Comlab/Davicom N2360
Yamaha N2420
Superior Electric N2455
Penny & Giles N2520
Broadcast Electronics N2604
Telos Systems N2618
RDL (Radio Design Labs) N2637
Arrakis N2638
EDX Engineering N2641
Wheatstone N2804
RCS N2831
Denon Electronics N2918
Energy -On ix N3019
KD Kanopy N3102
NOAA N3134
RCI Custom Products SL1624
Middle Atlantic Products SL1869
Hardigg SL2038

Issue advertisers are
shown in RED.

WhisperRoom SL2657
ScheduALL by VizuAll SU4615
Itelco USA SU4676
Allen Osborne SU5I31
TBC Consoles SU5221
ESE SU5623
SKB SU6257
Masterrlock S116329

System Integrators,
Consultants & Misc.

Services
Harris C 404
Broadcast Richardson C 454
APW Enclosures C 744
A.F. Associates C 950
RCS 02509
Rules Service Company C2510
Encoda Systems 0211
Rees Associates C3430
RadioWave.com C4414
International Datacasting N1320
Klotz Digital N1825
Mager Systems N1934
Inovonics N2326
Enco Systems N2546
Broadcast Electronics N2604
Arrakis N2638
Scott Studios N2701
SADiE N2746
RCS N2831

Simple  Effective  Reliable
Con/Air Switcher

eliminates delay from headphone monitor

monitor audio can be individually tailored

immediate warning on air signal failure

air signal is not altered in any way

optional rack mount panel available

Telephone Announcement System

digital message storage - no moving parts

variable outgoing message format

inactive or defective line indicator

resettable incoming call counter

temperature in Fahrenheit or Celcius

battery backed AC synchronized clock

low cost system - no leased equipment

Message Board Controller

converts status inputs to LED display data

15 prioritized logic -level signaling inputs

momentary or maintained signal inputs

fully programmable display with graphics

pre-programmed "starter" messages

multiple displays from one controller

(display device shown not included)

7,)

0
E

innovative solutions 411 Sine Systems
nashville, tenressee  615 228.3500 voice  615.227.2393 fax -on -demand  www smesystems corn

The New Standard in
Obstruction Lighting

High Intensity lights

Lowest power consumption

All lights on one controller

Information per station

Photocells built-in

Lights always in correct mode

 No ozone production

 Only 3 exchangeable components

in flashhead

Long life flashtubes change with

one hand

Aviation Lighting, Inc.

P.O. Box 5719
Kingwood, TX 77325-5719

Phone 281 358 2544
Fax 281 358 0788

Email: oal@orga.org
www.orga.org
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Musicam USA N3022

Avid RT606

Rorke Data SL 107

Microsoft SL 136

Avid SL 300

Sonic Foundry SL1569

RealNetworks SL2909

FastChannel Network SL3617

Leitch SU4525

Scott Studios SU5471

Valentino Production Music SU5619

Non -Stop Music Library SU5636

Dalet Digital Media SU7137

0-1- -lic-NPkB2003

U LI(
Potomac Instruments N2619

Symetrix N2621

RDL (Radio Design Labs) N2637

Calrec Audio N2646

ERI-Electronics Research N2738

Logitek N2931

Bird Electronic N3231

RCI Custom Products SL1624

Sencore Electronics SU5035

Trompeter Electronics SU5401

Wire, Cable &
Connectors

Test & Measurement
Equipment

ATI
Audio Accessories
Gepco International

C 135
C 119
C 244

Ward -Beck C 722 Multidyne C 276

Leader Instruments C 768 Belden C 674

Tektronix C2450 Switchcraft C 750

Neutrik C2560 Wireworks C2309

Andrew 02630 Kings Electronics C2514

Dorrough Electronics C3840 Neutrik C2560

Audemat N2049 Canare C2878

TerraSonde N2149 Nemal Electronics C3318

Audio Precision N2220 West Penn Wire C3781

Inovonics N2326 Clark Wire & Cable C4121

Coaxial Dynamics N2337 AEQ N3146

Prism Media Products N2346 Gefen SL 203

Altronic Research N2428 Hose Technology SL 645

Belar N2504 Bi-Tronics SU7221 #

Take the FASTtrack
with you

Download the FASTtrack listing
to your Palm PDA.

Download the files by
following the link at

www.beradio.com
and you'll speed your way

through the NAB show floor.

1

17,0 0 0
Ap ONE of THE MOST POPULAP

CONSOLES eVett!

Now

°d
For rnore detailed information visit us at www.arrakis-systOMILCOM or caM: (970) 461-0730
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w° TRENDS IN

TECHNCLOGY

Building a better
BV John Rattison, technical editor, RF

Today's broadcaster faces a new kind

of challenge, not only in the commercial market but

also against prejudiced zoning boards and

homeowners who have a distaste for towers.

It seems like no one wants anything to do with a

tower. Regardless of whether it is a tower for AM, FM

or television the objections arise. In addition, the

EPA's non -ionizing radiation requirements also

have to be considered.

FM antennas by virtue of their transmission technology require
medium to tall towers. AM antennas vary in height according
to frequency requirements. Both suffer from public dislike. As

public rejection of tall towers has increased, radio engineers have
been paying more and more attention to AM antenna design
requirements in an effort to develop shorter AM antennas that are
as efficient as their taller brethren.

It is unfortunate that the antenna structure-the last item in the
transmission chain-can have the greatest influence on cover-
age. All the other stages of the chain are controlled by the
broadcast engineer, but today John Q. Public is putting in his ten
cents worth of problems and frequently tries to control the height
and location of broadcast antenna structures. Luckily, there are
some choices for a broadcaster who wants to install or modify
an AM antenna structure. While almost any metallic structure can
be made to radiate if properly driven, good engineering practice
requires specifically designed radiators.

The quarterwave tower is probably the engineer's favorite. When
used as a folded unipole, series fed or shunt fed, it offers good
efficiency, easy mathematics and a reasonable price. Often lighting
isnot required. It requiresagroundsystemwhosediameterisabout
twice the height of the tower. Quite often the ideal place fora tower
is unavailable because of a tower height restriction or a ground
system requirement that calls for too much space.

If, for engineering design and station coverage reasons, higher
radiation efficiency is required a tower might go as high as 5/8 of a
wavelength. The days of building a new Franklin tower or other anti-
fading design are over because opposition from anti -tower factions
flares up at the thought of a tower that might be one wavelength tall.
This is another factor that has to be considered when seeking
maximum ground -wave coverage with freedom from fading.

The tower itself can affect signal quality. Efforts to use a smaller
cross-section tower in an attempt to reduce visibility and appease
the anti -tower crowd could result in a comparatively skinny

tower with a high Q, narrowband
response and cor sequently poor
audio. In the case of a directional
station, these effects could be more
pronounced, especially in areas of
tight nulls.

Efforts have been made to develop
shorter, efficient AM radiators. Over
the years many engineers have
worked on the problem of reducing
the size of AM antennas and also
attempting to control skywave radiation. A number of years ago,the
late Oggie Prestholdt,PE,who was CBS's top RF engineer, retired and
joined George Adair's firm of consulting engineers. He designed
and built an experimental controlled skywave antenna. Unfortu-
nately, this did not quite perform as planned, possibly due to the

The Kinstar test antenna
on 1,680kHz.
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radia
vagaries of skywave transmission.

There have been other attempts to reduce the physical size and
skywave radiation of AM antennas , but not
a great deal of success has been achieved.
More recently the CFA and the EH anten-
nas have received a considerable amount
of public ity,but so far neither has received
full FCC approval. Elaborate plans were
made to test the CFA antenna at a site in
Shropshire, England. Ben Dawson, PE, and
several other professional engineers had
planned to make comprehensive field test
measurements of this antenna's perfor-
mance. Unfortunately construction of the
test site has been indefinitely delayed.
However, Dawson said that another high-
er power site on the Isle of Man, which had
been initially denied, has now been ap-
proved. With hope,these tests will eventu-
ally be made.

Think thin
The latest development in the area of

low -profile antennas is the Kinstar, inven-
ted by Dr. James Breakall of Pennsylvania
State University,and is being developed by
Tom King of Kintronics. The design has
been tested at scale frequencies of 1.3GHz,
440MHz and 52MHz. A full-scale model
was erected on 1,680kHz at the Kintronics

antenna test site, and the results showed
excellent agreement with theory and the
scale -model tests.

Preliminary tests showed that the anten-
na's efficiency was close to the commis-
sion's requirement of 313.6mV/m for a
quarterwave antenna. King said that the
vertical radiation characteristic is the same

as that of a quarterwave antenna and that the
Commission has accepted the Kinstar for broad-
cast use. At present, a proof -of -performance similar
to that for a DA proof is required.

The Kinstar concept is really quite simple and I'm
sure that a lot of engineers are kicking themselves-
myself included-for not thinking of it themselves.

The dimensions are frequency -sensitive; how-
ever, even at the low -end of the AM band, a height
of only 144 feet is required. This should also
eliminate lighting requirements in most cases.

your voice is your life.
spend it wisely.

www neumannusa com/103

NeumanniUSA 111(111111118
Telephone 860 434.5220  FAX: 860.434.3148
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Building a better radiator
Four telephone poles, placed in a square with

200ft sides, support a cage consisting of four vertical
and four horizontal elements. A fifth telephone pole
in the center of the square supports the intersection
of the four horizontal elements. There are four
vertical radiators, each with top loading sections
that intersect, but are insulated from each other at
the center of the square.
The vertical elements are insulated from the

supporting pole and are series fed. The purpose
of the poles is merely to suspend this cage. Pre-
sumably a metal mast could be used in each
corner, which could also form the vertical radiat-
ing element, and the horizontal top loading con-
ductor could be attached directly to the top of
this mast.

Each of the four radiators is excited in phase. A
quarterwave section of regular transmission line is
used to obtain the necessary phase shift and imped-
ance transformation The whole assembly forms a
radiator with a low Q, broad bandwidth and excel-
lent VSWR.The radiation pattern is similar to that of
a quarterwave monopole. The fields produced by
the vertical radiators add in phase, and the currents
in the horizontal top loading elements are out of
phase and cancel out.

For the purpose of the test, a standard 120 -radial,
quarterwave ground system was used.

Other forms
and functions

A new AM station in
Ireland that has experi-
enced problems ob-
taining clearance for a
relatively short tower is
considering the use of
a Delta antenna. This is
supposed to result in
reduced height and
provide adequate base
operating impedance.
The proposed antenna
consists of two short
masts supporting a hor-
izontal cage antenna.
Each end of the cage is
connected to a sloping
cage. These two cages
meet at an insulated
point on the ground Detai o antenna phase -
midway between the shift network.
two supports. This
forms the driving point for the antenna. Unfortunately, I have been
unable to obtain further information at this time on the application.

Ted Hart, the inventor of the EH antenna, is about to conduct tests
on his antenna design with a radiator on 1,520kHz in Eatonton, GA,

Of all the reasons
to buy the affordable

new ATS-2,
one stands out:

Some brands are legends. The new ATS-2 delivers the

Audio Precision quality and performance you've been yearning to

afford. The ATS-2 audio testing system speed and flexibility lets

you do more - and do it faster - without breaking your budget.

You don't just buy a product. You buy expertise.
Designed by the company who builds the acclaimed

System Two Cascade Plus system, the ATS-2 is backed

by Audio Precision's unmatched technical application know-how.

Multitone Analyzer speeds testing

Analog and digital inputs and outputs

Jitter generation and analysis

Harmonic Distortion Analyzer

Optional bandwidth to 120 kHz

C It's from Audio Precision

Intrigued? Go to audioprecision.com or call 800-231-7350

to learn more about what the ATS-2 can do for you.

See the ATS-2 and more when you visit us at NAB, booth #N2220
Audio .

precision
Testing for Optimal Results
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about 85 miles southeast
of Atlanta. The construc-
tion of this antenna is inter-
esting. In some shots it
looks almost like a vertical
dipole-and in fact it is.

The inventor states that
a ground system is not
required and that ground
wave radiation is a func-
tion of the height of the
antenna and that more
power is required as the
antenna's height is re -

The EH antenna as it was being assembled.

duced. With a proper phase -shift network
between the antenna elements, the famil-
iar Hertz dipole antenna will function as
an EH antenna. This requires a 90 -degree
phase delay between the current and
voltage applied to the antenna so that F.
and H fields are in phase.

Hart will have more information avail-
able on his website at www.eh-
antenna.com as his tests continue.

Up the dial
FM station towers are subject to the same

harassment as AM broadcasters. Fortu-
nately, the actual FM antenna does not
require the support to be part of the
radiator. Therefore, it is possible to mount
an antenna on an existing tall building, or
even add a mast to such a building, and
obtain the required height.

There is a wide selection of FM antennas.
The wind loading produced by various
types frequently plays a large part in an-
tenna choice. Antenna location, gain,

directivity, side lobes and sometimes vertical beam
width usually determ ne the choice of antenna.

The FM panel antenna is versatile and probably
produces the best circular pattern when properly
installed. It can also be useful when directional
patterns are required In many locations multipath

has to be dealt with and
antenna choice can be-
come critical. Vertical
beam width, null fill and
antenna gain are inter-
active and great care is
required in balancing
these factors.

With the deployment
of IBOC taking its first
steps,a station's antenna
will move to a higher
level of importance. The
tests on new AM designs
show promise of a re-
duction in the physical
space required. On the
FM side, issues of using

separate antennas have been discussed and so far disallowed by the FCC.
A middle ground has been explored by feeding analog and digital carriers
in a panel -antenna combiner with good results.

Modular Sound Iso,iation Studios

For the best performance, choose a modular
enclosure from Acoustic Systems for your

new studio's sound foundation.

Eau ACOUSTIC
ing SYSTEMS
The

800/749-1460
FAX: 5 12/444-2282

www.acousticsystems.com
e-mail: info@acousticsystems.com
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Wheatstone Bridge
By Greg Davis, CBNT

n 2000, Cumulus began building a new
facility for its stations in Houston, which is
one of the company's largest markets. This
project would later become a showcase
for the entire company. The primary design
goal was that versatility and reliabi lity wou Id
be emphasized on the studio end of the
project. We also wanted the studio to be
state-of-the-art. Likewise, I cover several
stations in the region and having to drive
a couple of hours to fix problems isn't
practical, so having flexible and reliable
studios was important. The goal was to
have sufficient backup plans in place to

prevent extra trips

Performance at a glance

As many as 2,048 input and output signals

Interconnects with Wheatstone consoles

Variety of processing modules and I/O modules

Fiber optic or CAT -5 multi -unit connection

Sample rate converters or all digital inputs

Reduces wire and cable needs

between Beaumont,TX, and Houston. The
company needed an audio router to link as
many inputs as possible-and it had to be
easy to use. We also wanted to keep as
much of the audio in the digital domain as
possible, while still being able to seam-
lessly integrate the existing analog sources
into the digital infrastructure around which
our facility was built.

An important part of this infrastructure
was the Wheatstone Bridge digital audio
network router. This unit allows the user to
interconnect almost every source and

destination in the facility and allows selection with the
turn of a dial or via TCP/IP The basic system consists of
a power supply and 4RU main card cage. The cage design
offers a rear backplane that accepts the input and output
connector cards, while the processor cards slide easily
into the front. This design seems to be ideal for switching
cards between each other for troubleshooting, or switch-
ing components to replace a dead audio source. The
backplane is a dual -sided connection point for the front
and rear components. The rear I/O card is inserted to
match with its corresponding processing card in the front.
Cards can easily be swapped.The backplane connectors
are fixed and are the only potential point of failure.

When first installed, we had a problem with one of the
backplane connectors. When the audio from our satellite
receiver disappeared, we tracked the problem down to the
backplane. A call to Wheatstone support resulted in a
manufacturer tech coming to visit us to replace the com-
ponent. The problem was an isolated case and we were
able to easily work around it.

Deep Integration
The design plan included Wheatstone D-5000 digital

consoles in each studio, which would interface directly
with the router. An optional console module makes routing

control accessible and easy. The router and console
interface updates the console channels' LED labels to
indicate the selected sources, greatly increasing user
friendliness. In addition, the router is smart enough to
block changes when the fader is turned on, thereby
eliminating the accidental switch of a source while it
is still live.

Two types of audio input cards can be used for AES-
3 digital or analog 24 -bit A -D input. In addition, 24 -bit
digital or 24 -bit D -A analog output cards are available.
The AES-3 cards have sample -rate converters on
every input. The systems can accept up to 2,048

discrete analog and digital signals and switch them to any
of 2,048 separate outputs. A system can consist of a single
cage, or several cages can be linked to form a largersystem.
Cages can be separated and network audio through bi-
directional fiber optic links or a single CAT -5 connection.

The classic method of feeding audio sources through
distribution amplifiers and then running these feeds to
every studio, rack room, production and news room in the
building is labor-intensive and requiressignificant amounts
of hardware. By using the router foraudio interconnection
we were able to substantially save costs and greatly reduce
the time needed for installation.

The audio router offers many benefits.When our main T1
STL link to our transmitter failed, the backup ISDN codec
tried to dial but was unsuccessful. I would have had to drive
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Sources and destinations can be controlled through
dedicated control panels such as this one, or through the
communications port, allowing consoles and automation
systems to make changes.

PPM
SAT truck

k

INchan32

two hours to rearrange some equip-
ment or create a temporary installa-
tion. Instead, the announcer routed
the air studio program audio to an
ISDN codec in another room, which
got the station back on the air without
any new rewiring.

The system also allowed us to main-
tain a completely digital audio chain.
The station's music is
ripped from a CD,
played through the
AES-3 output of the
automation system
and routed digitally
until it becomes RE
The router even con-
verted the analog
sources, such as the
Starguide receivers,
into digital.

The system was fair-
ly easy to install, too.
With CAT -5 cable now
being a common part
of any businesses wir-
ing, interconnecting
the router to the con-

soles and the setup computer is a snap. The
consoles connect to the router via RS -485.
The Ethernet connection connects to a
TCP/IP network to allow communication
via the setup software on any computer on
that network. This software shows a visual
overview of the system routing and allows
the user to make changes and restrict or

Wheatstone

252-638-7000

www.wheatstone.com

sales@wheatstone.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive
Radio magazine feature for radio broadcast-
ers. Each report is prepared by well -qualified
staff at a radio station, production facility or
consulting company.

These reports are performed by the indus-
try, for the industry. Manufacturer support is
limited to providing loan equipment and to
aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine
to publish the results of any device tested,
positive or negative. No report should be
considered an endorsement or disapproval
by Radio magazine.

permit specific routing. One example
would be to restrict routing a device's
output to its own input.

We ordered our system with a number of
analog and digital inputs and outputs that
can be upgraded when we need more. It
came with the pigtail cable assemblies pre -
wired. This allowed us to run the wires and
punch them down to block without having
to solder connectors.
Davis is chief engineer for Cumulus Broad-
casting in Houston/Beaumont, TX.

Is your digital audio delivery system spoiling your your free time?
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MediaTouch broadcast automaton software. With a host of award

winning features designed to save both time and resources without

breaking the bank the iMecliaTouct digital audio delivery system is

easy to ise and dependable time after time

iMediaTouch broadcast automation software.

Big market dependability. Small market affordability.

eMediaTouch, To OW cut more cal I tz Td Free 1133 665 0501 cr
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Swing

AEG Eagle and Swing
By Steve Fluker

he past decade has seen a total evolution
of how remote broadcasts are handled.
With ISDN phone lines becoming com-
monplace just about anywhere in the world,
broadcasters have come to rely on them to
deliver high -quality audio from remote
locations and events back to their studio.
Radio stations are broadcasting live from
locations that were once out of the reach
of their RPU transmitters, not cost-effective
for satellite broadcasting, and too impor-
tant for the low audio quality of dial -up and

cell phone audio.
As usage increases, so

do the demands on the
manufacturers of the au-
dio codec interfaces for
better audio, more bells
and whistles and univer-
sal compatibility world-
wide. AEQ has stepped
up to the plate with its
Eagle and Swing ISDN
codecs. The Eagle is a

Performance at a glance

Compatible with most ISDN services

G.711, G.722 and MPEG L2 codecs

Audio and auxiliary data channel

Adjustable data rate

POTS interface with frequency extensio

Built-in mixer on portable unit

AC adapter or battery operation

n

rack -mountable studio version, while the
Swing unit isa compact and portable pack-
age for remote locations.

Universal compatibility
Both units have direct inputs for the U.S.

ANSI standard or the European ETSI ISDN
standards. Typically, there is no need for
an external terminal adapter. However,
one can be connected through a V35
port on the back of either unit should you
find the need.
The AEQ units can talk to most other

brands of ISDN codecs by incorporating

many common coding algorithms including G.711, G.722
and MPEG LII modes. The LII mode offers 64kb/s and
128kb/s mono or dual -stereo. AEQ also offers its own
algorithm when connecting with anotherAEQ unit, which
offers high quality (15kHz bandwidth) with low delay.
When connecting to another unit, the codec will detect
the operating mode of the remote end and automatically
adjust for proper sync.

These codecs can also come to the rescue on those
occasions where a spur-of-the-moment broadcast doesn't
allow enough time to order an ISDN line, or when you
arrive and the line is not working or you were given the
wrong SPIDs. In this event, you can connect and broad-
cast over a standard analog POTS line. While it's not
designed to be a POTS codec, it does offer a built-in
frequency extension to improve the low end frequency
response and pass signals between 50Hz and 3,750Hz. It
gets you on the air, makes the phone line sound better and
saves the broadcast. Trio and four wire POTS connec-
tions can be accommodated.

Data channels can also be passed through the codec
along with the audio. Easy Port connections provide a
quick way to interface RS422 data. A standard 9 -pin D
connector also offers RS -232 compatibility. A typical setup
would allow mono audio and 64kb/s data on the ISDN B
channel. Data rates can also be customized for individual
needs up to 115kb/s. Audio quality may be reduced as
higher data rates are desired. A computer can be con-
nected using AEQ software to customize the data channel
rate, or to allow remote control of the codec.

Both the studio and remote units can be customized for
startup and user features. A built-in phone book allows
storage of as many as 256 frequently called numbers, and
can also be programmed to selectively accept incoming
calls. Pre-programmed numbers can automatically con-
nect, while other numbers can be programmed to ring only
and be answered manually.

Portable features
The features of a remote unit can make or break a

product. The company did its homework and designed
the Swing to be compatible with just about anything
anywhere in the world. A built-in mixer allows direct
connections of as many as three microphones, or the
third input can be selected for line level inputs. Neutrik
connectors allow compatibility with XLR or 1/4" audio
cables. The mixer also provides connections for two
headphones. The headphone outputs provide a mix of
local audio with the mix -minus return audio from the
studio. Each guest has his own level and mix adjustments.
The Swing even includes a built-in compressor and
limiter to keep the audio level consistent VU meters are
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easily visible for transmit and receive audio on top
of the unit, and a digital display is used forsetup
and shows status and parameters. This display
is small and can be difficult to read, though. A
surprise feature was a built-in battery in the ac adapter.This
can serve as a UPS to prevent disconnection when some-
one trips over the power cord or during a power failure. I

was able to run the unit for two hours on a full charge.
AEQ has packed a lot of features into the single rack

spaced, studio unit. Analog and AES digital inputs are
available on the back panel, and an intercom IFB micro-
phone can be connected on the front panel. The system
is capable of accepting two calls from remote broadcast
locations, and a front panel multiplex switch allows the
receive audio from one line to be relayed
on the send audio to the second location.
Front panel swit-ches allow you to mute
oractivate the on -air audio foreach chan-
nel. This feature can also be controlled
through a computer by connecting to
one of two data ports on the back.

Through the paces
The AEQ Eagle and Swing ISDN codecs

tested well. The compatibility to other
brands worked well, as did the direct con-
nection between the two units. Audio
quality is good and a variety of algorithms
allow a trade off between quality and low
delay times. Another notable attribute is
the variety of connection types from the
different ISDN standards, and the ability to
connect RS -422 or RS -232 data. Also im-
pressive is the ability to adjust the auxiliary
data bit rates for custom applications.

While the conservation of rack space is
appreciated, the single rack unit chassis
creates a busy appearance on the front
panel. At first glance, there are a lot of
colorful buttons, which appear to be con-
fusing, however they are clearly labeled
and easy to decipher in a very short period

AEQ

P

F

954-581-7999

954-581-7733

www.aeqbroadcast.com

sales@aeqbroadcast.com
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of time. As in the portable unit, though, the
rack -mount version uses the same small
displays, which can make it difficult to read
forsomeone with poor vision.

Fluker is the director of engineering for Cox
Radio, Orlando.

by
Mar) Stennett,
V. R Engineer
NEX- Media Group

Eagle

Radio Systems has The right board for the

job at hand, with comprehensive logic and

audio choices. Installation is a snap, and

maintenance costs will be minimal because

Radio Systems uses extensive VCA

technology & electronic switching.

I have oversees mole than 5o Millenium

Console installations - Radio Systems has a

great product and a 'can do' attitude.

6o1 Heron Drive, Logan Township, New jersey 08085
(856) 467-8000 voice (856) 467-3044 fax www.radiosystems.com
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Enco Systems DADpro32
By Christian Arnaut
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hen the dec ision was made for WJR,WDVD
and WDRQ, Detroit, to move into new facil-
ities in 2000, perhaps the single largest

ision to be made was the choice of a
igital fteliverfsystem. Our needs were

unique; three stations, more than 40 work-
stations, linear -stereo storage for all sta-
tions, dual -touch screens in all control
rooms and enough redundancy so that we
would never go off the air. After much
consideration and deliberation, the choice
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was made: Enco's
DADpro32 platform.
The DADpro32 ap-

plication is modular.
These modules in-
clude record ma-
chines, basic playback
machines and a col-
lection of more advanced

422.7
422.7

specific needs of a specific location. In fact, each station's
method of using the application is almost unrecognizable
to the others.

The DAD application may not be the prettiest or flashiest
on the screen, however, Enco Systems has more than made
up forthis in its performance,reliability and functionality:Me
on -screen functions are reminiscent of cart machines.The
playback machine includes buttons forstad, stop and pause.
The large, easy -to -understand buttons facilitate the use of
touch screens, and are self-explanatory. The DAD's array
panels are even easier to use. The arrays are a grid of
programmable buttons for manual playback. Using com-
mon drag -and -drop techniques, these panels are great for
morning show drops and music beds.

While appearing plain to the eye,DAD's flexibility is large.
This became evident during our extensive on -site training
when the system was installed. We had to learn not to ask,
"What can it do?" Rather, we had to have the jocks and
operators provide the scenarios. Then the instructors
would provide different ways the DAD could accomplish
a task, and then let the operator choose which method
worked best for him. Simply, showing people everything
DAD can do would be lengthy and confusing.

Advanced users, such as producers and engineers, will
appreciate DAD performance the most.The DAD application
includes features such as a CD-ripper,a timed record sched-
uler for recording network feeds, a two -track editor, voice
tracking and serial communications for routing switchers.

DAD'S performance and functionality would not be
possible unless the software had a reliable hardware
platform to run on. This is where the other half of Enco's
attention -o detail is demonstrated. While the DADpro32
application is available as software only, purchasing it in

tandem with Enco's workstations
or servers is highly recommend -

Performance at a glance
High system reliability

Flexible configuration options

Telephone and e-mail customer support

Interfaces with other audio systems

Scalable design

playback dev-
ices to help bridge the gap between live -
assist and full automation. Because our
three stations have individual needs and
personalities, this allowed us to purchase
only those features that would meet the

ed. At the time of installation, I was
less than impressed with having
two large Netware servers, be-
cause my knowledge was entire-
ly WinNT. (Enco has since begun
building servers on a Win2K plat-
form.) I could not have been
more wrong. Once installed and
running, our servers ran for more

than 495 days before the first reboot was necessary It is now
two and a half years later and my knowledge of Netware
is still limited, simply because the servers are so reliable.
Advanced Netware knowledge still is not necessary. The
servers just run.This is too bad,really,considering the layers
of redundancy that are incorporated into the design. In
total we have two primary servers and 10 backups. All of
these are RAID arrays, with the exception of a few of the
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backup machines. Through the inherent design of RAID
arrays and the use of hot standby drives, drive replace-
ment is a simple procedure without the risk of lost data.
Not a common occurrence, but with nearly 70 SCSI drives
on the network, premature drive failure does occur on a
small scale.

After more than two years of hard use, we've found that
there is almost nothing that the DAD can't do. This is no
small compliment considering our facility. Our AM station
is a 50kW news/talk station. It is one of the largest in the
Midwest and the primary EAS station for southeast Mich-
igan. At the time of installation,WJR was the flagship station
for Tiger baseball, Red Wing hockey and University of
Michigan football and basketball. Additionally,WJR pro-
duces a daily, nationally syndicated talk show. At times we
were producing three live shows simulta-
neously, in addition to multiple worksta-
tions running in sports, news and produc-
tion. All of this was occurring while our FM
stations were running two full music for-
mats and as many as four active produc-
tion studios. Another testament to the
server and workstation design is that the
control rooms have six to nine individual
stereo outputs and the ability to play mul-
tiple cuts from the same channel. Playing
as manyaseight to 10 cuts at the same time,
while not commonplace, is certainly pos-
sible without worry.

It wasn't until we had begun installation
that we realized just how versatile DAD
could be when integrating it into an exist-
ing facility. Integrating with routing switch-
ers, console logic, GPS master clocks and
third -party applications such as News -
boss, Protools,Audicy, Cool Edit and SAW
Plus were easily overcome. We have used
three different traffic/continuity software
platforms and RCS's Selector,all of which
input logs into DAD. Through the use of
custom input filters, the station has the
ability to transform logs into playlists with
the push of a button. We can even merge
music and a commercial log into a single
playlist, for non -attended operation,
through one of Enco's external utilities.
These utilities are many in number and
address any possible situation you may
be faced with. These range from importing
audio files into the system or converting
the audio format and sample rate of a file
to a powerful application (Gateway) that
can manage server backup operations to
assure full redundancy.

Satisfying customer
service

i'ev% radio stations will install a system
without needing to call technical support
at least once in a while, whether for oper-
ational questions or to address a potential
hardware issue. Enco's attention to sup-
port is among the best I have ever seen,
from helping calibrate a touch screen over

the phone, to calls that last well over an
hour or two for catastrophic issues like a
RAID controller failure. In addition to the
phone support, the company offers a re-
sponsive e-mail support system. This list
server, available to all DAD users, is an
uncensored forum for users to share ideas
and collectively help solve problems.

Because most DAD installations use the
application in a way unique to their oper-
ation, this system is a constantly evolving
platform that necessitates the need for

Over
946,080,000 seconds

of precision timing

WHEN you require the best, most accurate in precision
timing look only to ESE. Designed for "Precision
Timing", ESE Master Clocks & Accessories have
been the industry standarc for over three decades.

Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency
accuracy - all ESE Master Clocks car drive digital or analog
slave clocks, as well as interface with video and/or computer
based systems. Call or visit our web s1e for more details.

 3 -Year Warranty 

See Us at NAB
Booth # SU5623

142 Sierra Street  El Segurdo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136 =ax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com
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periodic revision releases. Not only do
these revisions address the inevitable bug
that comes up in software development,
but they also provide the latest features as
well. Many a time has an idea been dis-
cussed on the list -server only to see a few

weeks laterthat idea
has been devel-
oped into a new fea-
ture. In fact, of the
dozen times I in-
quired about the
possibility of a new
feature, within rea-
son they all have
made their way into
production.

In this world you
get what you pay for.

Yes, on the surface,
Enco's product line
may appear to be a
little pricier than
some of its compet-
itors. However,

1 IN.

The array panels can

1 STOP ASSIGN

be set up nil)) drae-
and-drop mouse clicks.

Don't Turd'iMMic
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Super
..,.youvut
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See us at
NAB Booth# N3101

The NEW SUPERELAY controls "On The Air" warning lights
and gives you six relays for utility switching.

 New compact design mounts in one-third rack space

 Plug-in Euro-style connectors for quick and easy installation

 Flasher for warning lights and AC power supply built in

In stock, only S285 list. Full specs and dealer list at www.henryeng.com

Rack Mountable Plug-in Installation No Wall -Warts!

HENRY

Henry Engineering

(626) 355-3656

those few extra dollars are earned back many times over
when considering everything else that comes with it. From
support to quality of construction to servers that run rock
solid, I sleep well at night knowing that we have a DAD-
pro32 platform back at the studios.

Arnaut is an engineer supporting broadcast IT operations for
WIR, WDVD and WDRQ Detriot.

ENCO Systems, Inc.

P 800-362-6797

248-827-4441

www.enco.com

support@enco.com
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Operate any 3 -phase broadcast transmitter

from a 1 -phase utility supply with the

Phasemaster Rotary Phase Converter

The most reliable alternative to utility 3 -phase...
AND the least expensive!

 High efficiency output

 Maintenance free operation

 True 3 -phase, NOT open -delta

 Approved by all utilities

 Over 1000 TV and radio
stations rely on Phasemaster

Come See Us at NAB
Booth #N2801.

Turn any location ,nto a 3 -phase site within hours!

Save thousands of dollars on utility line extensions

Recommended by Isading transmitter manufacturers

#11A Kay Industries
PRASEMASTER
Rotary Phase Converters
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604 N Hill St.

South Bend, IN 46617

800-348-5257

574-289-5932 (fax)

Western Region
4127 Bay St.

Fremont. CA 94539

510-656-8766
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ifistmv111"
DR -I0
Remote .Control

DiaMill-upremote control
;with audio interface lets
you control anything over
regular phone lines.
Interfaces .with most
studio automation systems.
Control it from either a
dial -up line or external

it'audio path. The DR -10's
active, balanced, telco

audio output lets you do
live remotes, remote
announcement recording
and.. much, much more!

D5 -B DTMF
Sequence Decoder

Bridge the DS -8 across
your audio source and
get eight individually
programmable relay
outputs. Each closure
is activated by its own
code of one to four
digits long. Each relay
can be set up as
momemtary, latching
or interlocked with other
relays! Use the DS -8 for
decocing complex network
cues, local spot insertion
control, translator control, etc.

utions

DTMF-I6
DTMF Decoder

r4"/IF'7Tr.e DTMF -16 is peri-ect
for iiiterfacnq networks
to yo,ir automation,
contro:ling eemo:e saieititc
recei iers rF peaters, etc.
Connect bt 'o an audio
source and its outputs will
operate wilenever ;here's
a tore. The compact,

& rugged D i'MF-16 can
be ix-. al!ncst anywhere :o
provide the remote contioli
that you need.

For complete information about all of our products, including down oadable tech manuals,
brochures and pricing for all of our products, visit our webs.te at 'www.ciricuitwerkes.com.

GrcuitWErkEs. Inc - 2805 NW 6th StrEEt. GainEsvillE. Florida 32609. USA. 352-335-6555

rfSoftware, Inc,
communications solutions

352-336-7223
www.rfsoftware.com

Visit our website for a complete
list of products and features.
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Field Report

SWR Illumitron
by Dale Harry, CPBE

KXS-FM, Shingletown, CA, suffered from a
problem shared by many small FM stations
10 rural America: the population in this

em Cllifomia market is spread over
a la e a:* and rough terrain presents
serious obstacles to a Class A FM station.
Shingletown is too small to support a sta-
tion profitably, and most of the market's
listeners live in Redding (27 miles away) or
Red Bluff (47 miles away). For KKXS to

Performance at a glance
Reduced side lobe and downward radiation

Reduced multipath effects throughout coverage area

Better field intensity variation specifications

Improved coverage area performance

Exceptional cost -per -performance ratio

compete with several
Class C stations in the
market, something had
to be done to improve
the KKXS signal. The sta-
tion needed substantial
improvement at an af-
fordable price. It was not
practical to increase
power or to move closer
to Redding.

When I discussed this
problem with other
broadcast engineers, I

learned of an FM antenna
that is making a reputa-
tion of improving cover-
age for small FM stations.

I was skeptical at first, until I talked to engi-
neers and station owners who are now
using single -lobe or reduced-sidelobe an-
tennas. Their reports were encouraging.

I was referred to SWR, which sent litera-
ture on the Illumitron FM antenna, and also
referred me to a local engineer who could
look at the coverage problems and evalu-
ate how much improvement was possible
with the Illumitron antenna. The consult-
ing engineer's recommendation was
instrumental in the station's decision to

purchase a four -bay Illumitron, which was installed in
January 2002. Much of the following month was devoted
to checking the performance of the new antenna and
comparing field intensity measurements.

While the signal is still weak compared to the Class C
stations, there is a significant improvement in coverage. Many
shadows and holes in the service area are gone. The signal
is noticeably improved in buildings and behind obstructions.

Improving signal strength
Perhaps mote significant, iiitilhpath and picket fence

effects are much reduced. One listenersaid that"the station
is more fun to listen to" with less noise and interference.
Field intensity readings showed an average increase of
almost 3dB with the new antenna, but the consulting
engineer told me that this difference is most likely due to
loss of signal from the old antenna, because of the way it
was mounted on a tapered tower. The average field
intensity is related to distance and effective radiated power
(ERP), rather than the type of antenna in use.

The major difference in signal strength (or field intensity)
for the Illumitron antenna is a remarkable stability. While
most FM signals vary ±10dB or more over short distances,
this antenna's signal remains almost constant. Variations
of I dB or 2dB are typical, except near overhead wires and
other reflecting objects. For KKXS, the minimum signal
strength was almost 5dB higher, and maximum signal
strength was only 1.2dB higher. Receivers only care about
minimum signal strength, and this explains why the Illu-
mitron improves coverage and signal quality. The station
had found subtle, but significant signal improvement.

KKXS' antenna has not been in use long enough to have an
effect on ratings or revenue, but the station is encouraged by

what it has heard from oth-
ers using a similar antenna.

We are still a Class A FM
station, but we don't feel
quite so small anymore.

SWR

800-762-7743

814-472-5552

www.swr-rf.corn

davide@swr-rf.com

Harry is proprieter of Sierra
Broadcast Service, provid-
ing engineering services to
Northern California -area
broadcast stations.

Editor's note: field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine
feature for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well -
qualified staff at a radio station, production facility or consult-
ing company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry.
Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment
and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results
of any device tested, positive or negative. No report should be
considered an endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine.
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Radto
The latest radio technology

headlines delivered to you via
e-mail every week.

 This Week in History
 Information from the Radio calendar
 Conference and convention schedules

The Radio newsletter offers an
easy -to -read format =hat I nks to the
complete stories.

Subscribe to the
e-mail newsletter online at

www.beradio.com.

Oft Broadcast Engineering
COMMUNICATION',

(ommunicalion, Sort.. mrr Consulting Software
and Fnitintrringl onsulting

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage.

 Create stunning real -world coverage maps & interference
studies using Longley-Rice. PTP. FCC. Okumura & other
models with the Probe II propagation program

 Search for FM & TV channels using minimum spacings &
contour protection with FMCont & SearchTV

 Use AM -Pro to upgrade AM stations employing skywave
and groundwave allocations studies.
Plot STL paths over dynam.c 3-D terrain withTerrain-3D
Plus much more!

For a free NAB guest pass visit us at
www.v-soft.com or call (800) 743-3684

BffsT Country
=BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast
Equipment.

View cur latest list of equipmert on-line at:
http ://www.baycou ntry. corn
or call and we will fax it to you.

All equio-nent sold with a 15 day return guarantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph: 410-335-3136  Fax: 786-513-0812
http://www.baycountry.com  e-mail: baycountry@pcbank.net

Unlock the secret to
successful advertising
continuity is the key.
Inquire today about

frequency discounts.

12 IT PAYSco
-I TO BE
a) HEARD

cn

:1,1 Leading
the

.L3 HD Radio

Revolution
www.shively.com

sales@shively.com

888-SHIVELY Fax (207)647-8273
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AES/EBU DIGITAL AUDIO
DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS

DDA106-XLR(1X6)*DDA112-BNC(1X12)

DDA112-XLR(1X12).DDA124-BNC(1X24)

DDA206-XLR (Dual 1X6)* DDA212-BNC (Dual 1X12)

DXA112-XLR(1x12)DXA124-BNC(1)(24)

*Accepts sample rates from 27 to 96kHz
*Transformer balanced inputs
Data reclocking and regeneration
-Adjustable input cable equalization
Loop-thru inputs w/switchable terminations
*Sample rate. Status and Error indicators
Up to 12 XLR or 24 BNC outputs

rrI AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED

I Xxlik.ated to ,otuid engwing
Al I  .32)s1. \ enue Horsi tun, PA 19044

800-959-0307.215-443-0330
Fax 215-443-0394

tapY/wwwaliguyscom
FreeBrochureAvailableUponRequcti

5
5
5
5

5
5

41111
tau:

REMEMBER THE
CORTANA FOLDED
UNIPOLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT
WITH THE SAME
HIGH QUALITY
MATERIALS AND
WORKMANSHIP.
IT FEATURES...

 BROAD BANDWIDTH
for better sound,

 GROUNDED ANTENNA
for lighting 8 static electncily,

 ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS
in VHF & UHF antenna lines.

 BEST ANTENNA FOR
DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

ALso

DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR
ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR AM

COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS,

POWER LINES, TANKS OR ANY METAL

STRUCTURE.

FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:

; t
111111111,1111 ffffff ftlIIIII

4001 La Plata Hwy
Farmington, NM 87401

phone 505-327-5648 fax 505-325-1142

RF PARTS'
COMPANY

 Audio
 Industrial

 Broadcast
 Communications

Audio Tubes  Transistors
Modules  Gasfets  Coax
Capacitors Rectifiers

Svetlana  Taylor  RFP  Eimac
Amperex  MA/Com  Motorola

Toshiba  Thompson  Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol
 We Export 35

Anniversary

760-744-0700 800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

E-mail: rfp@rfparts.com

2003

-

www.rfparts.com

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150
GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

ER: Scanning
: Read r PR

 5 two-way KS inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs are
transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels
 Now available with optional built in character generator which

can crawl alert messages and station ID on the hour

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs
 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio cut

for second transmitter

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimg*gorman-redlich.com

Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized

FM digitally tuned radios, remote signhoards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.
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I rail Corporation
b FM Irdnsmitters

Visit our new internet site at www.fmamtv.com
Send your email request to: transcom4fmamtv.com

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufacturers. Let us send 'ou a customized quote!

USED FM TRANSMITTERS
300W 1988 Harris FM 300K.

Solid State
600W New*Amplifier
2.5KW 1978 Collins 831D2
3.5KW 1985 BE FM 3.5A
10KW 1980 Harris FM 10K
20KW 1978 Collins 831G2

(solid state IPA -1998)
25KW 1986 Harris FM 25K
25KW 1980 CSI T -25-F

Amplifier Only
50KW 1982 Harris Combiner w/
auto Exciter -transmitter switcher

NEW TV -VHF
10 watt 500 watt
100 watt 1,000 watt
250 watt

NEW TV - UHF
10 watt 500 watt
100 watt 1,000 watt
250 watt

P.O. Box 26744, El
800-441-8454 (215-938

USED AM TRANSMITTERS
1KW 1980 Harris MW1A

5/10KW 1982 Continental 315F

'50KW 1997 Nautel ND50

'50KW 1986 Nautel AMPFET 50

USED Ennuis
BE FX30
New 30 watt synthesized

USED MISC. EQUIPMENT
Potomac Phase Moitor AM19, 2 Tower

& 3 Tower

Potomac Phase Monitor AM1901 Digital

Kintronics DL50. 50kw Dummy Load

Dummy Load 80kw air cooled. CPTU-75K

Dielectric 4 Port Motorized Switch

Technics SH9010 Equalizer

Optimod 8100A (cards 3 thru 5 only{

kins Park, PA 19027
-7304) Fax 215-938-7361

Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable...

Pi" )* t1 - rfiwail

www.autogramcorp.com
4111*

www.beradio.com

Our client list continues to grow.
We would like to Thank -You
for your confidence and your

MOORETRONIX purchases.

We now have in stock, SHARE, SM-5B, wind screens.
These are from the OEM vendor and are priced at
S60.00 pe- set. Make the bast voice over microphone,
new again

Vie recondition Pacific. Recorders BMX AMX,

ABX and RMX mixing consoles. Let us re -work your
console's modules. Obtain that added value from a
proven winn3r. Quality built products last and last and
last!

Check our AEB site for great buys on pre -owned
broadcast gEar. All equipme -it is repaired, tested and
shipped with the manual.

Stretch your broadcast $$$ on quality, pre -owned
equipment.... sold with a warranty.

TEL 800-300-0733 FAX 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM

/f lightning strikes on your
tower are causing

evOrreirt damage and lost
air time - the cost of a

Otati-Cat system may be
recovered du/7./1g your first

lightning season

wooccortanacorporation.com

AFFORDABLE
R

LIGHTNING
PRC)

GED
TION

The Otati-Cat
LightedigPreveittion gystem

provides a continuous, low -resistance discharge path for
the static electric charge cn tall structures. DISSIPATION
POINTS ARE 1/8" STAINLESS STEEL RODS (not wires)
ground to needle sharpness.

ortana
Corporation, Inc.

Write or call toll -free for a free brochure!
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499-2548

Call 888-325-5336 FAX (505) 326-2337

Cr
cI

=..
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Towers
Above the Rest

Monopoles
Guyed Towers

Self -Supporting Towers
Structural Analysis
Tower Reinforcing

Since 1943, ERI ha:3 provided
excellence in engineering,

reliability in service, and years
of manufacturinc integrity.
Our past experience is
your future guarantee.

Electronics Research, Inc,
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

812-925-6000 www,ERlinc,com

Operate any 3 -phase TV transmitter
from a 1 -phase supply with the
Phasemaster Rotary Phase Converter

The most reliable alternative to utility 3 -phase...
AND the least expensive!

?,

0
te

 True 3 -phase output

 High Efficiency

 Maintenance free

 More stable than
open -delta

 1000+ TV and Radio
Stations rely on

Phasemaster-

Turn any location into a 3 -phase site within hours!

Eliminate utility line extension and demand charges

Recommended by leading transmitter manufacturers

The World Leaders in Single to
Th-ee-Phase Power Conversion

Kay Industries
Nimr_PHASIMASTER

Rotary Phase Converters

General Offices
604 N Hill St.

South Bend, IN 46617

800-348-5257

574-289-5932 (fax)

www.kayind.com

Visit us at
NAB 2003

Booth N2801

Western Region
4127 Bay St. #6

Fremont, CA 94539

510-656-8766

510-657-7283 (fax)

info@kayind.com

ATRIO1
Antenna Systems

One Company
One Solution.

www.
sepatriot.

com
800.470.3510  517.629.5990
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ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

Catalog 0613
February 2003 -April 2003

MOUSER* SEMICONDUCTORS

PASSIVES

INTERCONNECTS

POWER

ELECTROMECHANIC A_

TEST. TOOLS & SUPPLIES

MOUSERELECTRONICS to
www mouser com (800) 346-6873

ECHNOLOGY 32 Pennsylvania Avenue,
Malvern, PA 19355

TEL: 610-640-1229  FAX:
emait:sal iotechnology.com

nology.com

The BUDGET CRUNCHER SYSTEMS

ARE AT SPA CEWISE,

-----IIIIIIIIIIto...,,,,,,Tv & w RICIR11

DELUX AS SHOWN $4450! RADIAL AS SHOWN $4950!
MAIN F HAMF S I ROM 52450' MAIN FRAMES FROM S2'50

FULL SIZED QUALITY W000 SHOP FURNITURE! LARGE "U" SYSTEMS HAVE yeatifillAcK5
1 Irr THICK pLyw000 a. W000 BULLNOSED Ufa; QUALITY COMPONENTS USED THROUGHTour!
AfF0RDABLI IJSI D TO FIT YOUR NEEDS! EURO HINGED REMOVABLE ACCESS DOORS!
PRE ASSEMBLED STURDY BASE COMPONENTS! INTEGRAL PASSIVE VENTILATION SYSTEMS'

Average systems s17.13 VI 5-8 built components'

SPACEWISE PREMIUM systems set a good
foundation for you - next studio buildout!

DOS MANY SATISFIED USERS ALLTALK
OF THESE PREMIUM SYSTEMS!

Alt
......

[LL FOR PRICING!! AS SHOWN $4495'

Our PREMIUM QUALITY DOS AND ALLTA.U< systems await your design requirements'

PLYWO DO construction laminated tips and exteriors and oiled wood inside!
Your choice of oak, maple. .1 walnut oiled woods in bullnosing, trim and kicks!
We use high quality HPL laminates with 100% customer selected color choice!

Integral cable passage handling and ventilation system!
Designing by a 25 year radio veteran broadcast engineer!

OUALITY BROADCAST FURNITJRE SYSTEMS FOR EVERY BUDGET'

SPA CEWISE® CALL US TODAY AT 800-775-3660
WEB spacewise.com E-MAIL spacewise@qwestnet.

Alleviate Congestion
with the affordable
Traffic C.O.P.
for Windows -,se once a dz.

to alleviate

No more headaches. The T-affic C.O.P. for traffic
Ala dear

Windows can alleviate and automate all Xhgestion

those troublesome tasks. Whether it's
scheduling logs, printing invoices, or

41100`managing receivables, the Traffic C.O.P.

will work for you. And, because it's Windows based traffic
software, you get a modern, reliable and easy to use
program-all backed by the superior customer support of
Broadcast Data Consultants. Isn't it time you got rid of

congestion?
Call for your FREE CD demo today,

Amor for more information, visit our web -site.

A Toll Free: 800-275-6204
*4W www.broadcastdata.com

TRAFFIC C.O.P. TM
FOR WINDOWS

Broadcast Data Consultants

51 South Main Ave., Suite 312

Clearwater. FL 33765
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Public radio Learn about
the latest public
radio technologymark /our developments,
including:

 HD RadioTM technology and equipment
 contentdepot-the next public radio distribution system
 Tomorrow Radio and Facilities Projects
 Cascading and Transcoding Issues

Sponsored by NPR's Engineering & Operations and
Distribution divisions. Just prior to NAB 2003. Register
today and receive free NAB exhibit hall passes courtesy of
Harris Corporation!

PREC 2003
Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas, NV  April 4-5, 2003
www.npr.org/euonline
202.513.2483

r

661°441 Vw
26,000 songs in 16 bit, 44.1

stereo .WAV files with all the
song data embedded.

11 basic libraries available
with same day shipping.

Also available in GoldDrive
MPEG Layer 2, Mode 2

And with the purchase of any
Gold WAV or GoldDrive library
you can acquire a matching,

back-up, GoldDisc library
for half price.

TM CENTURY
- ol4.10riu - ,oldWAV

The World Plays Our Music!

www.TMCentury.com
972.406.6800 TMCIISTMCentury.com

unmatched

ACCURACY
robust

RELIABILITY
deep

E XPERTISE
peerless

P RECISION
pioneering

TECHNOLOGY
practical

INNOVATION

Audio'
precision

Testing for Optimal Results

NAB booth #N2220

ask your supplier or visit
www.danagger.com

pat pond 888 89 AUDIO 1888 892 8346'

Si`ISCEMS63
S\NPNI\ NES

(847) 584-1000
www.antennasystems.com

Rer $Ar!,.
For All your wireless needs

Antennas
Arrestors

.Attenuators
Broadband equipment

Coaxial cables
Cable Assemblies

Elliptical Wavegu ides
Grounding Equipment

Public Safety Equipment
Two Way Radios
Microwave Radios

Repeater Equipment
Shelters

Solar Power Equipment
Towers

Waveguide Components
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NEW YORK ISDN STUDIO
Designed for talk radio
Hosts  Guests  Reporters

Convenient location
Reasonable rates
Great sound
Expert engineers
Good attitude

Originate from Manhattan!
Production Services available for editing, remotes,

and guests (booking, accomodations, cars)
Clients include WSB, TalkAmerica, NPR, BBC

See our studio and equipment at
www.radioart.orgistudio

Fnr more information contact Larry Josephson at
The New York Studios',

,-. of The Radio Foundation. Inc

212-595-1837 * lany@radioart.org

EAS MONITORING
YAGI ANTENNAS

WEATHER CHANNEL
FREQUENCIES 162.0? MHZ

FM FREQUENCIES
88 TO 108 MHZ

ALL FREQUENCIES FROM 88
TO 1000 MHZ AVAILABLE

SAMCO ANTENNAS, INC.
(817)-336-4351

www.samcoantennas.com
email:samyagi@flash.net

Marketplace
Section

for ad rates

Call Jennifer Shafer
at

800-896-9939

email: jshafer@primediabusiness

NO Broadcast
Quality Equipment, Low Price
Frequency Agile - Digitally Synthesized
Temperature & VSWR Protected
120 - 220 volts - Front Panel Controls
Stereo Generator/Processor (Optional)
One Year Parts & Labor Warranty
20 W Exciter S850 100 W Exciter $1795
250 W Exciter S2995 100 W Amp. $ 995
250 W Amp. S1795 500 W Amp. $3955
1KW Transmitter S5995 1KW Amp. $5495

Order Toll Free 800-219-7461
,iww.nexusbroadcast.com

P.O. Box 433 - Mt. Vernon, TX 75457

AUDIOARTS
Broadcast Equipment
Customized Automation Systems
Complete Systems Integration ti.",1011a1VWV4,
Quality Pre -Owned Equipment
Pre -Wiring Packages
Complete Engineering Services

Vi T

\

Your Ultimate Solution.

Lightner Electronics
(814) 239-8323
Toll Free: 866-239-3888
www.LightnerElectronics.corn

ruM
Ground

Systems
Reliable, On -Time Installation

Quality Workmanship
Ground System Construction,

Evaluation & Repair

www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999
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Radio Classified
EO

cT

For Sale

AcousticsFirst
TRaFbr: 888.765-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

rI
CLASSIFIEcoS
ftco cfrL,:-)rp

Call
Jennifer Shafer

800-896-9939

Publications

WWW.RADIOSHOPPER.COM

New & Used Equipment
Engineering & Web Links
Publications & Catalogs

Parts & Services

Professional Services

Structural Analysis

/
Electronics R....-irch, Inc.

7777 Gardner Road
Chandler. IN 47610

(812) 925-6000
www.ERlinc.com

4006

-1 BEET LINE

SUITE 160

. ADDISON

. TEXAS

rj 75001
972/661.5222

www tbdg corn

RUSS BEREIER RESIGN GROUP

RECORDING AND BRONXAST WWI DUN

ilt(NTE(11116/1NTEMORS FOR CMG:

 ROOM 0( OUSTES IND 911ND

 NONNOV11,

Useful NAB Tools
Navigate the show floor fast

with the Radio magazine
FASTtrack for your Palm.

Download it now at
www.beradio.com

NAB

Applied Wireless, Inc4
r 4 ... providing options.

PO Box 926
New Market, MD 21774

Appliedvrrekilcc 301 865 1011
lax.: 301 865 4422

Kevin McNamara kevmmcilapphechcrelessinc corn
Prositlest & CEO www appltedwaelessinc corn

4

Your online resource
elikutalLiThip
The website for radio technology

Currents Online . Engineer's Notebook

Studio Spotlight  Industry Links  Industry Events

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD '1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419
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Sion Off

Shaping radio today and tomorrow
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

Do you remember?
In 1994, the Electronic Industries Associ-

ation's DAR Subconimittee and the Nat-
ional Radio Systems
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Committee's Digital
Audio Broadcast Sub-
committee began test-
ing seven DAR sys-
tems at the Na-
tional Aeronautics
and Space Adminis-
tration's Lewis Re-
search Center in
Cleveland. Following

first time that several DAR systems had been subjected to
laboratory testing.

Testing addressed the issues of sound quality, immunity
to interference, transmission problems and IBOC compat-
ibility with existing services.

The seven systems tested were:AT&T (in-band,adjacent-
channel), AT&T/Amati Communications (IBOC), Thom-
son Consumer Electronics for Eureka-147/DAB (new band),
USA Digital Radio FM Implementation No.1 (IBOC), USA
Digital Radio FM Implementation No.2 (IBOC),USA Digital
Radio AM (1B0C),andVoice of AmericaLlet Propulsion Lab
(new band, direct broadcast satellite). Amati, Thomson/
Eureka and VOA/JPS actually submitted two variants of
their formats, so testing was administered on 10 systems.

In the end, the test results were inconclusive. USA Digital
Radio, AT&T and theVOA filed protests with the EIA over the
IBOC testing procedures because of the EIAs findings that
IBOC showed poor performance. Due to these circumstan-
ces,follow-up field testing was conducted in San Francisco.

the labs tests, the committee made its
recommendations to the FCC .This was the That was then

Sample and Hold
A look at the state of radio today

Strong Consumer Support
for Local Radio

Generally speaking, are you
satisfied or unsatisfied in the job

your local radio stations are doing
in providing you news; information

and entertainment programming?

Darker shading = stronger intensity
Source: NAB Poll, Dec. 17-19, 2002

How importart a role would you
say local radio stations play in
providing news and information to
your community?

This photo was taken in 1931 in a wooden shack outside
the house of Technical Editor John Battison. The transmit-
ter had an oscillator, audio stage, RF stage and PA. plate
modulation. The tube filaments operated at 4Vdc with a B -
plus supply of about 200V. The main supply was 230Vdc
so no filament or power transformers could be used.The
entire transmitter was 230V hot to ground. Battison ,W8KUC
and formerly G2AMC, built the transmitter himself, and
operated it in the 180m band (160kHz).

In those days, engineers metered every conceivable tube
electrode.The antenna was horizontal and about 50 -feet long,
using ceramic crossover spacers in the transmission line and
was attached to a telephone pole and Battison's house.Ten
watts was the maximum power allowed in those days without
special dispensation. It was not stable and frequently broke
into self -oscillation on the slightest provocation.
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-8000
Digital !waif" tonsoi

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY! WHEATSTONE'S fourth
generation digital console has what you need: dual -domain
input modules that accept both analog and digital sources; built-
in router integration with 8 -character displays; a choice of fea-
tures like auxiliary sends, equalization, dynamics control and
event memory/recall-all without the aid of an external computer.
The D-8000 is an all -modular design with no active components
mounted inside. And best of all, it uses Wheatstone's exclusive
VDIP setup software, letting you easily configure individual
console modules, logic modes and automatic functions. Contact
Wheatstone-the digital audio people!

sales@wheatstone.c
tel 252-638-7000

w. wheatstone. corn
Copyoght C 2003 by Wheatstone Corpotatton



ONE INTERCONNECT DOES IT ALL!
THAT'S RIGHT- ONE DUPLEX FIBEROPTIC LINK OR A SINGLE CAT -5 WIRE = 64 channels

of simultaneous bi-directional digital audio, intercage communication, logic signals, X -Y
controller commands, plus auxiliary RS -232 data streams. This single interconnect
between ,your studio and central rackroom can save you thousands - if nct TENS of
thousands-of fee of wire in a typical installation!

THE WHEATSTONE BRIDGE DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK ROUTER car star small with a
single cage and only a few cards, or fully populated units can be stacked to form
larger systems. Wheatstone's STAR TOPOLOGY ARCHITECTURE lets you connec- multiple
locations to your central rack rcom, providing shared resources for cll yet still permitting
independently functioning studios, each with its own combination of plug-in modules
specifically suited for a select set of gear.

SIGNALS ARE ROUTED entirely in the digital domain.
sample rate converters on each input, freeing you from
sample rates throughout your facility. A family of plug-in
makes installation easy, letting you mix varied signal
standards all withii the same cage. WHEATSTONE'S intuitive
setup software handles system configuration, matrix selection
sets. All systems interface directly with Wheatstone consoles
source selection and display.

THE BRIDGE
DIGITAL AUDIO

NETWORK ROUTER

VW -7 c)ty-tc:;r-)
tel 252-638-7000/soles@whecastone.corn /www.wheotstone cc m

All AES cards have
worry about varying
connector modules
technologies anc-

graphic baseo
anc salvo pre -

'or seamless


